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PREFACE 

Within the Soviet Union, Yevgeny Zamyatin was labelled an 

offensive, bourgeois inner-emigre. 11is writings w~re considered to 

be both offensive to political ideology and pernicious in their intent. 

Through increasing pressure, all of his accesses to publishing houses 

were severed and he was finally silenced as a writer. 

Unable to bear the death sentence inflicted upon him, Zamyatin 

wrote his fa.mous letter asking Stalin for permission to leave Russia. 

Through Gorky's intervention, permission ,,,as granted and Zamyatin 

settled in France where he was able to once again pursue his literary 

career. 

Soviet house cleaning has been so thorough that practicaaly no 

trace of Zamyatin remains within Soviet Russia today. He has been 

condemned on purely ideological grounds. Soviet critics have not 

evaluated his works, objectively. They have persisted in viewing 

Zamyatin as a political viri tel'. 

Nei ther has Zamyatin achieved prominence ''Ii thin the West. He 

is still a relatively tlrtkubwtf ,,,ri ter and not widely read. Host of 

the criticisms that have been written about him and his works are 

purely descriptive in nature. 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine Zamyatin's Weltanschauung 

as found in his works. Both his creative and expository ''Iritings have 

been utilized in this studio 

* * '" * * * 'I< 
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CHAPTER I 

For to stay, though the hours 
burn in the night, is to freeze 
and crystallize and be bound 
in a mould. 

liThe Prophet!! 

Kahlil Gibran 

THE TRUE SCYTIIIAN 

The collective man had triumphed in post-revolutionary Russia. 

Politically, individualism was regarded as being inherently contrary 

to cOJ!ununist ideology. Leon Trotsky, for example, stated that 

"Revolution starts from the central idea that collective man must hecome 

1 'I 1 so e master . Naturally therefore, collective interests were espoused 

by the regime while those of the individual \'Jere Plinimized and ignored. 

Within the literary field, proletarian poets and writers 

diligently proclaimed that there could no longer be individual heroes 

and they eagerly ext9Ued the collective man as the only protagonist 

possible in literature. Excitement over the triumph of the collective 

man and a fervent belief in his innate goodness permeated the lives of 

these writers. " ... Among the proletarian poets and novelists there 

developed a nystic belief in the collective as an entity in which the 

individual finds happiness by losing himself, like a Buddhist saint in 

Nirvana. ,,2 They believed that true happiness could only be achieved 

lLeon Trotsky, Literature and Revolution, trans. by Rose 
Strunsky (Ann Arbor, 19()O r: p :-rs:---------

2Edward .J. Brmm, Russian Literature Since the i(evolution 
(London, 19(9), p. 73. ---------------------,--,--

1 
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by becoming totally ahsorbed in the collective "\Vetl through the 

sacrificing and shedding of the undesirable individual 1'1". And because 

the collective , ... as the source of this happiness, the well-being of the 

collective mass naturally takes precedence over that of the individual. 

Trotsky in his book, 1"i ~e~a~~_Te a~l Reyo!.~tio_I!.' affirms that the 

future r.lan will progressively achieve greater heights. HOIvever, before 

man can proceed on the path to greatness, comr'lunism must be established. 

Communist life , ... ill be tested, corrected and consciously directed in 

oreler to finally eliminate the ever prevalent care for food and education. 

Once this is removed, communism , ... ill make social initiative and collective 

creativeness possible. This collective creativeness will extend nan's 

capabili ties. The collective man, in control of the mac!1ine, Hill sub-

due and rule nature. lie , ... ill move rivers and mountains not just for the 

sake of expediency, but to satisfy aesthetic crav:i.ngs. lie IVon't become 

bored in his perfect Norld because of the nell' technical and cultural 

achievements reached Nithin his world. Each new achievement ,dll be 

followed by another. 

Han will then master his own semi-conscious and then subconscious 

process of his organism, such as his breathing, his circulatory system, 

his digestion, and reproduction and \'Jill try, within limits, to sub-

ordinate them to reason and Hill .. Trot;;ky states that man, "in his own 

hands, will become an obj ect of the most complicated methods of 

artificial selection and psycho-physical training1l3 until he completely 

---_._-----------------_._-----_. 

3Leon Trotsky, ~ cit. pp. 254-255. 
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harmonizes himself. He ''lill "achieve heaut.y by giving the movcnent of 

his OWI1 limbs the utmost precision, purposefulness and economy in his 
. 4 

\'Jork, his \valk and play." 

Han \vill then turn his gaze to the age-old problem of his fear 

of death. By exploring and controlling thelmvs of heredity, by careful 

sexual selection, and by maintaining an equilibrium in the ''learing out 

of organs and tissues, man will eradicate the hysterical fear of death. 

By creating a higher sociobiologic type, man Nill have raised himself 

to a higher plane. He \Jill becor!\e a superman. The future man Nill 

accomplish all these feats and more through eventual self-government. 

Zamyatin viewed the suppression of the individual in the name of 

the collective good, collective happiness, or collective progress as 

dangerous. He pointed out his Teasons in sUch creative \\'ri tings as 

his novel MIll in '''hich he explored the extreme ramifications of the 

collective policy. 

In~, an anti-utopian novel \'lhich he sets in the distant future, 

Zamyatin portrays a technologically advanced society, a society \'lhich runs 

as smoothly as a \\fell-oiled machine and each member of this society as 

merely a snaIl cog performing a specific function \vithin this gigantic 

machine. Not the \\felfare of the individual but keeping the machine 

operating SJ"loothly is the primary concern of the Well-Doer, the head of 

the United State. 5 The well-being of an individual is only considered in 
------~ ... -.. 

4l,bi<!.., p. 255. 

5self .. government proves to be impossible in this utopia because 
the totally rational I:lan is incapable of governing his mVTI world. This 
becomes more and more a.xionatic as Zamyatin's ideas are explored 
throughout Chapter I. 
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conjunction 'vith the well-being of the machine. The individual 

as such, inevitably loses his identity, his meaning, and comes to regard 

himself solely as a small cog within the complex machinery of society. 

D-503 (people no longer have names, only numbers) proudly asserts that 

he sees himself as a part of an enormous hody: 

Ka:>K,IJ;oe YTPO, C rneCTMIWJIBCHOj,OJ 
TOqHOCTbro, B O,IJ;HH II TOT ~e qac M 
B O,IJ;Hy M -Ty :>Ke MMHyTy, -- MH, 
MM.1I.lIHOHH, BC'l'aeM 9 KaR O,Il;MH. B 
O,IJ;llH H TOT :>Ke qac, e,Il;HHOMMAJIHOHHO, 
HaqllHaeM pa60TY -- e,IJ;HHOMHJIJIaOHHO 
ROHqaeMe H CJIHBaHCb B e,n;MHoe, 
MMJIJIKOHHopYKoe TeAO, B O,IJ;Hy H Ty 
:>Ke, Ha3HaQeHHYro CRpH~aJIbro, ceKYR,Il;y, 
~- Mhl rrO,IJ;HOCHM JIO:>KRK KO PTY, --
H B O,Il;Ry H Ty :>Ke ceKyH,IJ;Y BhlXO,Il;llM 
Ha rrporynKy H H,Il;eM B aYAHTopHyM, B 
san TanJIOpOBCKVLx: GK3epCHCOB, 
OTXO,IJ;HM KO CRYooe 6 

No erratic or spontaneous movements are permitted. Only utilitarian 

actions are allm'led. All the numbers are essentially alike in their 

motions. Their similarity even extends to their thoughts. D-503 rejoices 

when 1-330 realizes his thoughts before he actually verbalizes them. 
« , 

110HHMae're: ,1l;aiKe MbICJIHo 3TO rroToMY, qTO HIIKTO He '0,1I)1H , 
II 7 

HO 'O,D;HR 113 I 0 Mhl TaR O,Il;HH8.KOBbI. 0 0 

6EBreHH.H 3m.1HT11R, Mhl (Hmo-J1opK 1967), CTP", 140 

7 Ibid., cTp.l0. 
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With his loss of individuality, man has conspicuously narrowed 

the gap between himself and an inanimate machine. By losing his in-

dividuality, man has in the process lost some of his humanity and become 

more machine-like in nature. D-503, while watching the workers and 

machines labouring on the spaceship "Integral", becomes enraptured \~i th 

the harmony of their movements. lIe sees similarities between the men and 

machines. The arms of the men resemble levers and the machines perform 

the same tasks as the men. ftoved by this scene, D-503 ecstatically pro

claims that the mechanized humans and humanized machines are one. 8 

If the general well-being of society transcends in importance the 

welfare of the individual, then man becomes expendable and replaceable 

just like the machine which he has come to resemble by adhering to such 

a value. D-S03 describes an explosion that accidently killed about ten 

Numbers who Here idly standing by the "Integral". He states that all 

that remained of these men \.,.ere a few crumbs and some soot. However, no 

. d \Ie u one even not1ce . ropf1;OCTIlIO 3am1CblBaro 3)~eCb, 'ITO pflTM HalIleli 

pa60Thl He crroTKHyncH OT SToro HB Ha ceRyH~y, HflRTO He 

1\ 9 
BS.n;po!'Hyno And ,.,.hy should anyone become perturbed, continues D-503, 

\I 
~ecHTb HyMepoB -- GTO e~Ba nH O~Ha CTOMflnnflOHHaH 'laCTb 

MaCChI E~flHoro rocy~apcTBa, rrpfl rrpaKTfl'leCI01X paC'leTaX GTO 

. II 10 
oeCKOHe'tIHO ManaH Tpe'L'berO rropH~I<ao To presume that the life 

8 .' Ib1d., cTp.~,73e -- . 

9Jbi~, CTP $' 930 

lOIbid., CTP 0'; 93. 
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of an individual, who barely represents one hundred millionth part of the 

whole society, is sacred, seems not only presumptuous on the part of that 

individual but even ludicrous, ,,,hen considered from the collective point 

f
. 11 o Vl.ew. 

This utter dis·regard for the value of individual human life is a 

natural result of a policy ,,,hich stresses collectivism. D-503, caring 

only that the building of the "Integral" remain on schedule, is not dis-

turbed by senseless death. Hi:;tory also bears this out. Leaders such 

as Peter the Great, who in order to modernize Russia, and Stalin, ,vho in 

his attempts to modernize and industrialize the Soviet Union, sacrificed 

millions of lives. But a truly deplorable result of such a policy, and 

Zamyatin anxiously points this out, is the mechanization and dehumaniza.tion 

of each person living in a society which is dominated by t.otal collectivism. 

Man then is transformed from a vital human being into an unfeeling, 

callous Number '<lho condones and rationalizes senseless death on the basis 

of percentages, advantages, and disadvantages. 

~1an, however, is not completely dehumanized until the scientists 

of the United State discover a method for removing permanently the 

irrational element in man -- imagination. Imagination, fancy, or soul 

prevents man from becoming a complete automaton. Imagination can cause 

sleepless nights, dreams and doubts. Imagination can disrupt and destroy. 

Imagination separates one man from another; imagination individualizes. 

IJ.This does not imply that the fear of death has been eradicated. 
The penalty for transgressing norms is death. Therefore the fear of 
death is used by the Well-Doer as a means of subduing and icont:ro.lli~g; 'th.e 
populace. 
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Therefore for the good of society, imagination must be eliminated. The 

scientists discovered that by X-raying three times a certain nerve 

located in the lower region of the frontal lobe of the brain, imagination 

could be removed successfully. The result of this operation is a loyal, 

obedient, uns\~erving, and unthinking robot which poses no threat ,vhatso-

ever to society as a ,vhole, only to indi viduali ty and humanity. The 

finished "product" of the operation perturbs even D-503, a zealous 

advocate of the rational and collective. When he sees the people who 

have been operated on, he himself becomes frightened: 

Brrpo~eM l~e~oBeKI -- GTO He TO: He 
HorM -- a KaKI1e-TO TH">1Ce~hle, 

CI<OBaHHhIe, BOpOlIalOIl1I1eCH OT HeBM,Il;MMoro 
npHBo.n;a KOJIeCa; He JIIO,JJ,H _09 a KH10Ie-TO 
'qe~OBeKooapa3HHe TpaKTopbI" e~o 

OHM Mel~~eHHO, Hey.n;ep}l{HMO TIpOIIaXa~ll 

CKB03b To~rry -- M HCHO, aYAh BMeCTO Hac 
Ha nyTM Y HHX CTeHa, .n;epeBO, ,u,OM -- OHM 
Bce ~e, He OCTaHaB~MBaHCb, rrporraxa~M ON 
CKB03h CTeHY, .n;epeBo, .n;OMo12 

These are no longer human mep and 'v omen but tractors and bulldozers, 

which have no further use for the personal hours allocated for them by 

the Tables. TIleir dehumanization is now complete. This, Narns Zamyatin, 

is the end result of collectivism. 

For Zamyatin, the irrational sic.1e of man not only aids in de-

fining his indi viduali ty and contributes to his humanity, but also causes 

12Ibid ., CTpo, 161-162. 

, . 
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him to progress. Robert Louis Jackson in his study of the influence of 

Dostoevsky's Underground Han in Russian literature correctly asserts that 

Zamyatin was anti-utopian. Irrationality is an integral part of man and 

hwnan nature and therefore Zamyatin could not believe in a final utopia. 

Nineteenth century rationalists believed that once man becomes enlightened 

and realizes his real interests and that his mVTI advantage lies only in 

the good, he will then act accordingly. He "Jill become noble and act only 

to his advantage. The Underground Han, however, disagrees. He states 

that this is an erroneous assumption because there exist millions' of 

examples that bear witness to the fact that man knowiilgly acts to his 

disadvantage. 13 Man's nature is such that he longs for the quest and 

not for the desired goal. Han expands and progresses while he searches. 

Once he achieves the object of his struggles, once he obtains 2 + 2 ~ 4, 

he begins to stagnate, to die. 14 Therefore the whole concept of a utopia 

is paradoxical for it is not beneficial but, on the contrary, detrimental 

to man. It \vould only stifle man. l!mvever, Jackson's assertion that 

"man is essentially an irrational being"lS cannot he applied to Zamyatin's 

concept. of man. 

---_.->---------------
13~. Mo ~ocToeBcKH~, u3arrHcKH H3 rro~rronbH~ B Co6paHHH 

,QO'lIHH8Hl!"ti TOM -qeTBepTbIR (MocKBa 1956), CTpo 148. _u, 

14 Ibid., CTp., 160. 

ISH.. L. Jackson, Dostoevsky's Underground l·<!an in Russian 
Literature (The Hague, 1958), p. 151. 
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Alex H. Shane, in his comprehensive study of Zamyatin entitled 

The Life an~ Works of EVK.enij ZamjatiE..:.' refutes and conclusively proves, 

so this writer feels, that Jackson's statement dealing with Zamyatin's 

concept of man is inaccurate. Instead Shane agrees with Edward J. BrO\.,rn 

who maintains that there must be a union of the rational and irrational 

before man can become a complete human being and develop.16 1-330 under-

stands this. D-503 and his fellow citizens ,.,rithin the glass city repre~ent 

the rational. Separated from nature by the Green Wall, indoctrinated and 

weaned on the rational Im'ls of mathematics, these urban dwellers have lost 

much of their instinct and emotion. The inhabitants beyond the Green 

Wall represent irrationalism. Separated from the sterile) rational ('J 

:.: " city, these beings have reverted back to a more primitive existence. 

They have developed their instincts and have also'become more emotional. 

Neither man on either side of the Green Wall is whole. 1-330 explains 

this to D-503 when he demands to knm'l who these strange creatures from 

beyond the Wall are: 

KTO OHM? IIoJIoBHHa, KaKYIO MbI 
TIOTepHJIK, H2 H 0 -- a qTo6hl 
ITOJIYQHJIOCb H20 -- pYQbM, MOpH~ 
BOAOTI~~hl, BOJIHH, 6YPM, 
HY~HO, QTo6H ITOJIOBHHhl 
cOe~HHMJIMcb •• e17 

16Edward J. Brown, 0]2. cit., p. 76. 

17EBI'eHHH 3aMHTHH, op. c~t., CTP" '::, 140-141. 



Zamyatin himself bears this out in a letter to Annenkov: 

B '1'eJIOBeKe eCTb ,n;Ba ,n;paro:o;eHHbIX 
Ha~aJIa: M03r 11 ceKCo OT rrepBoro 
-- BCH RaYKa, OT BToporo -- Bce 
HCKYCCTBOo M oTpe3aTb OT ce6H 
Bce HCKYCCTBO HJIH BorHaTb ero B 
Moar -- GTO 3Ha~HT OTpe3aTb600 
By ,n;a, H O~TaTbCH C O,n;HHM TOJIbKO 
npbI~H-qKOM 0 • 8 

Therefore man cannot be essentially rational or irrational. 19 

10 

In his story II HaBo,n;neHHe 11 Zamyatin had no intention of lampooning 

the Soviet era or the noble proletariat as Brovman insisted. 20 Instead, 

he ~ttempted to give a sympathetic portrayat of an individual \I'ho actually 
, 

did something about her life. Even though the solution to Sofyals 

problem was extreme, it still illustrated that man needs both the rational 

and irrational. Total irrationality can lea.d to murder. 

Gan'ka, Sofya's adopted daughter, has been sleeping with Safya's 

husband. When Sofya realizes this, she stumbles around in.a daze, numb 

from shock. But one day, her emotions come alive within her and she 

murders Gan'ka with an axe. 'Within a few months of the murder, Sofya 

conceives a child. 

18rop HI1 AHHeHKoB, I\EBreHHI1 3aMJITHH II B' _r.:.pa2!~}IQ 51 
(~paHKwypT 1962), CTpo, 700 

19Shane also utilizes Zamyatin' s mathematical imagery ~ . The 
underground Man rejects the equation 2+2=4 and thus the whole number system 
by supporting the equation 2+2=5, \vhich symbolizes the supremacy of man's 
irrationality. Ilowever, Zamyatin uses the square root of minus one (his 
symbol for the unknown), which is an integral part of the imaginary number 
system and includes the real number system and 2+2=4. This excellent 
arguement not only displays Zamyatin's ingenuity but Shane's perspicacity. 

20r·o EpoBMaH, II PeaK Il)10HHaJI JIHTepaTypa H ee TBop,reCKHH 
MeTO,n;" B MOJI040H rBRpnHH }IQ 15/16 (1931) CTp. 115 0 
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Zamyatin does not condone violence or bloodshed. He does not 

,tdvQcate murder as a solution to problems. But he does empathize 

\\lith Sofya and rejoices in the fact that she breaks out of her unbearably 

lifeless situation and existence. She is no longer the hollow shell of 

a \~oman before and during Gan' ka' s escapades. She is now a complete and 

fulfi lled woman. She has come alive. 

Gan'ka's murder is not a premeditated act. At no time does 

Sofya actually consider killing Gan t ka. Instead, she instinctively raises 

the axe and kills her ""hen she smells Gan' ka' s scent and realizes that 

this is precisely ho"" she must smell at night ""hen Trofim Ivanich comes 

to her. 

At the time of the murder, there are actually two Sofyas present 

-- the one that performs the killing and the one that watches. The one 

that murders is the atavistic Sofya, the animal-like Sofya who kills in 

hate, in -revulsion -.. The more humane Sofya screams in terror: 

IrocrrO~H, rOcrro~H, ~TO E GTO n?' 
-- OT~aII)HHO Kp}IImYJIa BHYTPH O~Ha 
CO~bH, a ~pyraR B TY xe cexYHAY 
ooyxoMro-nopa y~a"9HJIa raHnKY B 

.. 21. BHCOK, B ~eJIKYc 

When the irrational, primitive Sofya sees Gantka1s blood flowing freely, 

she identifies it as her mm blood rushing out unimpeded from a boil 

which has finally burst. Relived, this Sofya then relaxes while the 

rational Sofya emerges and takes command. 

21EBreHHH 3aMRTHH, nOBeCTH H PaccKa3H (MroHxeH 1963), 
CTpo, 2280 - .-



It seemed to Sofya that her hands had a mind of their O\m. 

They very adequately performed the task of cleaning up and disposing 

of the body: 

qY~He, CO~kHHH PYKH nerKO, cnOKO~HO 
pa3pYOHnH 'fBJIO nonO.TraM -- Ima1..le ero 
OHHO HHKaK He YHBCTH. CO~bR B BTO 
BpeMR ~YMa~a, 1..lTO B KyxHe Ha ~aBKe 
~e~HT e~e He~01..lHmeHHaff raHbKo~ 22 
KapTomKa; HY~HO ee cBapHTb K o6e~Ye 

12 

Someone knocks on the door and fear floods Sofya' s whole body. 

She stands, just like Raskol'nikov, breathlessly watching the flimsy 

lock rattling and bouncing in response to the vibrations of the knocks. 

When the knocking finally ceases and al1 is quiet again, her rational hands 

take over once more and lead her on. 

No one suspects that Gan'ka has been murdered. Both Trofim 

Ivanich, Sofya's husband, and the police conclude that Gan'ka has run 

m'/ay. Sofya does not need to \'lOrry. She is safe. Her husband has 

become loving and faithful once more and she has finally become pregnant. 

She has every reason to remain silent and be happy. However, the 

irrational element in man manifests itself again only this time in a more 

humanized form, in the form of Sofya's conscience. Finally, at the 

birt.h of her child, Sofya feverishly confesses her crime. Then satisfied, 

she falls back on her bed. 

22Ibid ., CTp .. , 2280 



It Terrepb 6bIJIO Bce xopomo, 6JIa'KeHHO, 
OHa 6hl~a aaKOHqeHa, OHa BbIJIeJIaCb 
BOH," ~3 
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Sofya V/aS essentially irrational ""hen she murdered Gan' ka and 

es~ential1y rational when she disposed of the evidence. Perhaps if 

Sofya had maintained a balance bet\'/een these t\'lO at all times, she could 

have found a more appropriate solution to her problem. Nevertheless, 

the presence of these t""o qualities made it possible for her to burst out 

of her unbearably \'1eary existence into a ne,'1 life. She began to really 

feel, to rea11y experience for herself. She began to experience the 

whole range of human passions, good or bad, which Zamyatin felt ''las 

essential. In this sense, Sofya had progressed. 

Zamyatin did believe that man needs both the'; rationaLarid 

irrational in order to develop, to progress. If man is completely 

1rrational, as Sofya \.,ras at the time of the murder, instead of progressing, 

he regresses. He reverts back to an animal-like existence as the 

inhabitants beyond the Green Wa11 have done. Although biased, D-503 

gives his impression of a man from beyond the Wa11: 

CRBoab C~eKJIO Ha MeHH -- TYMaHHo, 
TYCKJIO -- ~ynaH MOP~B ·KBKorO-TO 
aBepH, ~eJITbIe I'JIaaa, ynopHo 
nOBTOpHIDmMe O~Hy M TY ~e HerroHHTHYID 
MRe MbICJIbe 24 

23 . 
Ibid., CTpo, 240. 

24EBreRHM 3aMHTmr, ~IIH, op.cit., CTp. 810 
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,This could very ""ell have been Sofya, except for one important factor 

her rational element. Because she possesses both, she has developed. 

A totally rational man, like 0-503, is just as incapable of progressing 

as the man from beyond the Wall. The Wall itself also serves to illustrate 

that Zamyatin believed in man possessing both the'rational and irrational elements. 

The Wall in the United State has separated the rational from the 

irrational. O. ,J. Richards explains, lIThe destruction of the ""all \~ould 

mean ... the reunion of man ""ith nature and the re-integration of the 

personali ty. ,,25 

D-503,living a strictly regimented life according to the logical 
, 

laws of l:lathematics and ,reason, is completely mesmerized by the square 

root of minus one, his symbol for the unknown. He loathes nature \'lith 

its unbridled verdure sprouting \'Jildi)' in every direction. lie cannot 

understand nature. Because nature is beyond reason, like the square 

root of minus one, he fears it. Nature, to 0-503, is the square root of 

minus one. Since the Green Wall guards him from the menace of the un-

known, D-503 blesses and adores the Wall. He very gratefully acknowledges 

that the Wall not only protects him but has also made him into what he 

is today. He writes: 

Ho, K CqaCTbID, MeE~y MHO~ H AHKHM 
3eJIeHhIM OKeaHOM -- CTeKJIO CTeHblo 
o BeJIHKaH, 6o~ecTBeHHo
OrpaHHqHBaro~aH My~pOCTb cTeH, 
rrperpaAI aTO, MOEeT 6hlTb, 
BeJIHqa~illee H3 Bcex H306peTeHHftG 

250 . J. Richards, Zamyatin: A Soviet Heretic:, p. 61. 



qe~oBeK rrepeCTa~ OhlTb AHKHM ~HBOTHHM 
TOnbKO TOr~a, KorAa OR TIOCTpOH~ 

rrepBYro CTeHY, qe~oBeK TIepeCTa~ OhlTb 
A~KHM qenOBeKOM TO~bKO Tor~a, KorAa 
Mhl rrOCTpOH~H 3eneHYro CTeHY, KorAa 
Mhl BTO~ CTeHO~ H30~HpOBanH CBO~ 
MamHHHhl~, COBepmeHHhl~ MHp -- OT 
HepaaYMHoro, oe300paSHoro MHpa 
AepeBbeB, TITfm;, iICHBOTHbIXo. o 26 
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Not only has 0-503 become more civilized because of the Wall, 

but he has also become more complacent. He feels safe in the enclosed 

ci ty, his cocoon. lIe understands all \~i thin this city. Everything is 

clear, just like the transparent ,~al1s of the glass buildings. There is 

nothing here to fear. The Wall has accomplished this and therefore has 

lIbecome a symbol of absolute -- and therefore infantile -- security.,,27 

The Wall represents "infantile securi tyll because 0-£.03 feaTs to look 

beyond it. He is thankful that there are such things as boundaries and 

limits. Otherwise, he '~ouldn't be able to bear it. 

0-503 is a cO\~ard and yet he does not realize this. The 

paradox lies in the fact that he feels he is serving knO\~ledge, when in 

reality he is hiding behind 1lwalls". R-13, the poet, informs D-503 

of this: 

26 

Hy qTO TaM: SHaHHe! 3HaHHe Bame 
GTO caMoe -- TPYCOCTbe ~a yz qero 
TaM: BepHOo TIPOCTO Bhl XOTHTe 
CTeHKO~ o6ropOAHTb 6eCKOHeQHOe, a 
3a CTeHKY-TO H 60HTeCb sarnHHYTbo 

EBr-enKH 3aMHTHH, ~, ~.cit., CTpo81o 

27R. L. Jackson, o~. cit., p. 152. 
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~al BhlrnRHHTe ~§ H rnasa 
3a%Myp11Te. ,nal 

D-503 fails to understand R-13's implications. Since the Wall has 

separated him from the primitive and made him civilized, D-S03 then 

reasons that walls are the foundation of everything human, and therefore 

necessary. He is incapable of realizing that the "Wall", keeping him 

safe and happy within his own little world, prevents him from truly 

learning and developing. Instead, D-503, like most of the citizens of 

the United State with the exception of a handful of revolutionaries, has 

become too contented, too comfortable. 

TIle erection of walls, of limits, brings into focus the question 

of freedom of choice. D-503, safe and happy in his c.ocoon~ does not 

\'lant freedom. Freedom is irrational and concomitant with pain and 

torture. He speaks of the absurdity of the early Christian freedom given 
1\ . 

to man by God. 0.. 11X Ear He .n;aJI HM HH'lerO, KpOMe Be'lHblX, 

MY'lPlTeJIbHbIX 11CKaHPli1:." 29 0-503'5 rational god has rid him of this 

endless seeking, of doubt, and has instead given him happiness. 

Zamyatin \'las quite obviously influenced by Dostoevsky's 

1\, \I 
BenHKHH HHKBPl3hITOp. The Inquisitor's plans for his people have been 

28EBreHHH 3aM.fiTPlH, Mbl £R.:..£it., CTp. 38. 

29 Ibid ., CTpo. 42 •. 



realized within the United State. The Inquisitor tells Christ: 

Mhl oy.n;eM TIOSBOJIJITb llJIll 3aTIpe~aTb 
liM )I{llTb C llX JKeHaMll 11 JIIOOOBHHn;aMM, 
MMeTb llJIll He llMeTb .n;eTefi -- Bce 
Cy.n;R TIO llX TIOCJIymaHIDo -- II OHll 
Oy.n;YT HaM TIOKOPJITbCJI C BeCeJIbeM 
Ii pa.n;OCTbIOo 30 

17 

Within the United State there are no such things as \\lives, only mistresses. 

The doctors and scientists of this United State have tabulated the sexual 

drive of each Number and have accordingly issued a programme stipulating 

the frequency and the time when each Number may indulge in sexual exercises. 

To control this activity, the United State issues pink tickets Nhich must 

be presented before each sexual encounter. Birth control is also zealously 

practiced Nithin this u:topia. Only those \vho fit a prescribed standard 

are allowed to become reproductive machines for the State. Desire is not 

a qualifying factor. 0-90, \\Iho yearns to bear her ONn child, is ten 

centimeters shorter than the requirement? set by the Haternal Norm. 

Therefore she is not allowed to conceive. The penalty for transgressing 

norms is death. 

0-503 does not realize that the regulations Nhich the Well-

Doer has inflicted on the populace supposedly for the good of society, 

are at the expense of the individual. lIe does not see this as an in-

justice to the individual. Instead, he even scoffs at the idea that an 

individual should have rights. This concept seems just as ludicrous to 

30cp. M. ,n;ocToeBcllH, nBpaTbJI KapaMaSOBbI
lI 

B CoopaHl!!! 
C3~RHeHllfi TOM .n;eBJIThlfi (MocRBa 1958), 326 0 



him as the idea that a gram (the individual) equilibrates a ton 

(society).3l He does not desire rights or his own individuality. He 

only wants to be happy. 

18 

Dostoevsky's Inquisitor governs on the premise that happiness 

and freedom are incompatible. Freedom involves making decisions and 

man is too weak, too base to handle them. Therefore the Inquisitor has 

liberated man from the agonY'of thinking by deciding and choosing for 

him. He tells Christ that in this ''lay he will make man happy and contented 

in his "unfreedom!': 

y Hac ~e Bee 6Y~YT elIaCTnHBhl H He 
6Y~YT 6o~ee HH 6YHToBaTb, HH 
MCTpe6~RTD ~pyr ~pyra, KaK B 
cBo6o~e TBoe~, nOBceMBCTHOo 0 Mhl 

. y6e.n;MM HX, lITO OHM TOr)~a TOJIhKO 
R CTaHYT CBo6o~HhlMH~ Kor.n;a 
oTKa~yTcR OT CBOg~~hl CBoe~ ~nR Hac 
H HaM nOKOpRTCRe 

D-S03 is happy and satisfied in his unfreedom. He feels freer 

because he is not obligated to look beyond any walls, to choose. The 

ultimate illustration of non:freedom is the farcical election held within 

the United State. There is only one candidate, the Well-Doer, and 

naturally he is elected unanimously every time. However, at the forty-

eigth election there are thousands of dissenting hands raised in opposition 

31EBreHHR 3aMRTHH, Mhl op.cit., CTpe 100~ 
32"", MIT' U B K II . 

'Mo 0 P'locToeBcKHH, 1\ paTI>R ~apaMa30Bhl , op. Clt., 
CTpo. 3240 
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to the election of the Well-Doer. They are not even counted. On the 

follmving day the newspaper jubilantly proclaims that the Well-Doer was 

once again elected unanimously. And yet 0-503 flatters himself ''lith the 

idea that he and the other citizens actually playa part in electing the 

Well-Doer. 0-503 really has no choice but to elect the Well-Doer for 

he cannot visualize any other type of existence. He fears change. 

Therefore he is forced to raise his hand in assent. The citizens of the 

United State are in that soporific state which the Underground Han abhors. 

Afraid to look beyond two times two equals four, they are contented to 

remain forever in the same state: 

11 HeT c~aCT~RBee ~H~P, ~HBymRX no 
CTPOHHbIM Be~HhlM saROHaM TaOJIH~bI 
YMHO)fCeHHRe HH ROJIeOaHHH, HH 
aao.rrY)K.n;emrHo 11cTHHa -- o.n;Ha II H 
HCTHHHhlH rrYTh -- 0ARH; H 8Ta 
HCTHHa -- .n;Ba~.n;hl .n;Ba, H 3TOT 
HCTHHHhlH nyTh -- qeThlpe. 11 paSBe 
He aOCYPAOM OhlJIO Ohl, eCHH Ohl 8TH 
CqaCJIHBO, H.n;eaJIbHO rrepeMHO)KeHHhle 
.n;BOHRH -- CTaJIH .n;YMaTh 0 RaRo:i1-T§3 
CBooo.n;e, T.ee RCHO -- 00 OillHoRe? 

, 

The Inquisitor is right. 0-503 does enj oy hi.s submission, his 

freedom from anxiety and care. But then he is not and cannot be a 

complete human being. To be \vhole, one must enjoy positive freedom and 

not the pseudo-freedorn,the negative freedom that 0-503 extols. "True 

freedom consists in the concord of inner impulse and outer action, but the 

33EBreHHH 3aMH.THH, Mhl op.cit., CTpo 600 
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Inquisitor's utopia denies the essence of man, for it denies him freedom.,,34 

D-503 might feel that he acts upon his inner impulses and therefore does 

enjoy the true freedom that R. E. Hatlaw is writing about. However 0-503 

has been so conditioned by dogma that his inner impulses are Hra:cti'cal1Y":.-

dictated. They are not his mm. The underground Han's warnings have 

been realized in the United State. AU human actions have been tabulated 

according to mathematical lm~s, thus eld.minating any possibility of 

adventures. 35 D-503 is the epitome of a rationalist's dream. His feelings 

for love and life that 1-330 arouses in him are real but he is unable to 

bear them. For the first time he feels pain, anger, frustration, and 

jealousy. However these emotions overwhelm him. lie neither understands 

them nor is he capable of controlling them. lIe finally resorts to the 

operation, his salvation from desire and life, and becomes an automaton. 

He is now completely free from suffering. lIe has no desires of his own, 

only those of the \'leU-Doer. He is empty. He is now merely an organ 

stop, a piano key. When 1-330, his beloved, is brought in before him, he 

barely recognizes her. He f~els absolutely nothing as he watches her 

being tortured to death. The deterioration of his humanity is now complete. 

Individuality, freedom, and suffering are all essential to man. 

"Suffering accompanies man's search for his essential meaning. It is 

a necessary, if unfortunate, by-product. 11
36 0-503 is inqlpable of 

34Ralph E. tlatlm.,., "Introduction" in Notes from Underground and 
The Grand Inquisitor (New York, 1960), p. xxi. 

35 /I • 
Q? M. ,1.l;ocToeBt~KHH, ,,3anHCKH H3 no,n;nOJlbJI .o.E. C1t • 1520 

36Ibid ., p. xxi. 
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comprehending this. He believes that man has no meaning outside his 

function ""ithin society. Since man has already established his meaning, 

then pain is an unnecessary absurdity and suffering is irrational. 

Because happiness is the end result of reason, it is therefore both 

correct and desirable .. Exasperated with his feelings for !-330, D-503 

exclaims: 

BJIaro,u; eT eJI:h BeJII1Kl1ll G I(aKo II 
a6cYPA -- XOTeTb GOJIHo KOMY 
He nOHHTHO, qTO 60JIeBhle -
OTpH~aTeJIbHhle, CJIaraeMSe 
YMeHbmaroT TY OYMMYa KOTOPYro 
Ha3hlBaeM OqaOTbeMo 7 

)!(e 

MhI 

Zamyatin despises this euphoric happiness \"hich eventually creates 

complacent automatons. He believes that pain, ""hen it makes one feel 

truly alive, is s\veeter and dearer than the happiness that D-S03 longs for. 

1-330 yearns for this pain because she ""ants to feel, to desil'e for her-

self, even though it might be irrational. She expresses these \vishes to 

D-503: 

qTO BaM 3a ~eJIO -- eonn H He 
XOqy, qTo6hl 3a MeHH XOTeJIH 
APyrHe, a XOqy XOTeTb oaMa, 38 
-- eOJIn H XOqy HeB.0:sMP:)K.HQT'O.". 

37 EBreHl1ll 3aMJITHH, MIl op.cit .. CTpe 117. 

38Ibid ., CTP 0 178. 
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She adamantly opposes the Inquisitor's and Well-Doer's happiness. She 

consistently refuses to join the blissfully snoring herd, the result 

of this happiness. She wants to live. 

In his essay entitled IlCKllcPll JIll?" (1918), Zamyatin portrays 

his' ideal man, the Scythian. The Scythian, on his s\vift steed, gallops 

fearlessly on the vast steppe, his hair streaming in the \'lind. He loathes 

complacency and routine. He -refuses to "settle dmm", to rest, to become 

a part of the .herd and thus stagnate. Instead, this heretic, the 

eternal nomad moves on, constantly roaming and restlessly seeking but 

never attaining. Zamyatin's Scythian is an individual. 

Zamyatin firmly' believed in the individual. He totally opposed 

the suppression of the individual man in favour of the collective man 

because he felt that collectivism could only be disastrous for man. 

Collectivism would inevitably deprive man of his individuality and of 

his freedom which are essential if man is to develop, to progress. ~ian 

requires both his rational and irrational faculties to be creative and 

freedom permits him to initiate his various endeavours. The irrational 

pushes man forlvard so that he might explore and thus expand and grow 

while the rational side guides him in his quest. The free individual 

is not afraid to breathe, to live spontaneously, to move on, to progress. 

The free individual is one of a kind. Collectivism hmvever, freezes 

man into a mOUld. 



CIIAPTER II 

ZAtlv1YATIN I S CONCEPT OF ENTROPY AND ENERGY 

Zamyatin believed that there are t\vO basic forces governing the 

world -- entropy and energy. 1-330 concisely expresses their accompanying 

properties and ultimate results: 

BOT: ~Be CHnhl B MHpe -- GHTPOITHH 
It [:.meprHHo Ol~Ha -- K OJla;KeHHOMY 
nOKoro, K c~acT~HBoMY paBHoBecH~; 
~pyrafl -- K pa3pymeHHro paBHoBecHH, 1 
K MY~HTeJIbHO-OeCIWHe'lHoMY ,1\BHlKeHliIOo 

Entropy, a motionless, tranquil force· essentially maintains a 

static state. Under the forces of entropy, both people and affairs re-

main the same. The euphoria that accompanies entropy creates contented 

masses of people that do not seek or des:ire change. Without movement, 

without change, people gradually become comfortable and as a result, 

stagnate. Therefore entropy leads to philistinism, complacency, and 

spiritual death. 

Energy, on the other hand, is a very dynamic force which 

instigates movement and change. Energy creates revolution. Zamyatin 

lEBreHHH 3aMHTHH, Mhl (HbID-rtOPK 1967), CTpo 1420 

23 
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does not relegate revolution to any particular field alone, as, for 

example, the political, but applies it to every aspect of life. For 

Zamyatin revolution means t\V'o dead dark stars colliding and forming a 

ne\V' star. 2 It means Lobachevsky smashing the \valls of the old Euclidean 

world and discovering the way to countless non-Euclidean spaces.
3 

Revolution therefore, means creativity and discovery. Revolution breaks 

into ne\V frontiers, smashes old truths, and essentially breathes life 

into man and his \vorld. Revolution instigates progress, a movement for-

ward in all spheres of life. Revolution combats the deadening forces of 

entropY; 

Alex M. Shane in his book, The Life and Works of .Evgen~.L~~atin, 

demonstrates that Julius Robert von I,tayer, a German physicist and also 

probably Frank C. Eve, a British physicist and physiologist, \Vere in-

strumental in influencing Zamyatin in his SCientific-philosophical \wrld 

outlook. When Zamyatin discovered the \vork of Julius Robert von Hayer, 

he realized that Hayer's the~modynamic concept of entropy could be applied 

to his o\m philosophical concept of philistinism. Therefore instead of 

philistinism he adopted the term "entropy". Frank C. Eve, in his study 

of life and its origins in terms of energy, extended "physical 

(thermodynamic) concepts to biology (life itself)".4 With this breaking 

~EBreHHH 3aM.fITHH, \10 JIHTepaType, peBOJIIOIJ;HH H 

GHTPOTIHH' B nH~ax (HbIO-RoPK 196~ , CTp. 249. 

3~bi<!.., CTp. 249. 

4Alex H. Shane, The Life and Works of Evgenij Zamjatin 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles 1968), p. 47. 
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down of barriers between organic and inorganic chemistry, Zamyatin then 

was able to extend his conception of energy and entropy from the physical 

sciences to the sociophilosophical level and back again. Therefore he 

could say that revolution is everywhere and in everything: 

I 
I 
i 

PeBOJIIOIJ;I1H -- BClO~y, BO BceM; OI-Ia 
6eCKOHe'tIHa, ilOCJIe~HeA peBOJIIO~HH 
HeT, HeT ilOCJIe~HerO 'tIHCJIa o 

PeBOJIIO~Hk CO~HaJIbHaH -- TOJIbKO 
o~Ha us 6eC'tIHCJleHHhlx 'tIHCeJI: 
saKOH peBOJIIOIJ;HH He CO~HaJIbHhIA, 
a HeH3MepHMO 60JIbme -- KOCMH'tIeCKHA, 
YHHBepCaJIbHbIH 3aKOH -- TaKoA )I{e ,; 
KaK aaROH coxpaHeHHH 3HeprHH, 
BbIPo~~eHHe 8HeprHH (SHTPOITHH)o 
Kor~a-Hy6y~b YCTaHOBJIeHa 6y~eT 
TOllHaR cpopMyJIa aaKOHa peBo.lI10IJ;HH. 
H B BTOti cpopMyJIe 6Y~YT llHCJIOBhle 
BeJIHqHHhI: HanHH, KnaCChl, 3Be3~bI 

~- H KHI1rH o 5 

1hrough these influences, Zamyatin was able to enhance his own basic 

philosophy as expressed in his earlier essays by integratilfg it with and 

clothing it in new scientific forms. He brilliantly illustrated this 

synthesis in his essay entit,led II ° JIHTepaType, peBOJIIO~HH, H 

II 
BHTpOITHH 0 

Since there is no final revolution, since it is infinite, 

therefore the progress that it incites is not merely a movement forward, 

but an unending movement forward. Herein lies Zamyatin's optimism 

rooted in Hegel's dialectic formula of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis: 

5 " EBreHHft 3aMHTHH, "0 JIHTepaType, peBOJIlO~HH H BHTpOilHH 
op. cit., CTp. 249. 



CejjQ,1l;HH OOpe'tleHO YMepeTb: ITOTOMY 
'tlTO y-11epJIO B'tlepa H 110'rOMY 'tlTO 
PO,n;HTCH aaBTpa &eo Ce~O.n;HH -
OTpH~aeT B~epa, HO HBJIHeTCH 
OTpHu;aHHeM OTpHI~aHHH. -- SaBTpa: 
BCe TOT ~e .n;HaJIeKTH'tleCKH~ rrYTh, 
rpaH.n;l103HO~ ITapaOOJIO~ YHOCHmH~ MHp 
B oeCKOHe'tlHOCTho TeaHc -- B'tlepa, 
aHTHT8aHC -- CerO,1l;HH, H CHHT8a --

6 _. __ . __________ 3.aBT.p.ao 

26 

The nevI therefore, does not co-exist harmoniously Nith the oldt':rp'm",hich 

it has evolved. Instead it constantly battles ,'lith the old. The product 

of this conflict, the synthesis, is in turn challenged by newer discoveries, 

producing an eternal movement forward. 

Because there is no final revolution, there can be no final truth. 

Nothing is infallible. Each ne\\l discovery should be open to question and 

debate. Therefore Zamyatin opposed the gJ:'m'lth of dogma, concomitant \Vi th 

and an agent of entropy, in every area of life, be it scientific, 

religious, socia.l, or artistic. In II CKH(fm: JIH?" Zamyatin explains his 

reasons for opposing dogmatization. Hetaphorically, he compares dis-

covery to fiery magma and the acceptance of a discovery to a cooling of 

the magma. Once this magma cools, it becomes coated 'vith a rigid crust. 

TIlis motionless, ossified deposit is dogma. Once discovery becomes 

crusted over with dogma, it no longer burns but gives off warmth. This 

\varmth creates comfort. Instead of the Sermon on the Hount under the 

scorching sun to sobbing people there is a droNsy prayer in an ornate 

cathedral. Dogma pacifies and placates. It removes annoying question 

6EBreI-IH~ 3aMHTHH-, n 3aBTpa" B J111u;ax (HhIO-}tOPK 196'"1) 
CTP" 1730 
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marks. n f . d d " H 117 , lere. ore Zamyatln con· emns ogmatlzatlon as 8HTPOITHJI MHCJIH 0 

Zamyatin opposed Christianity because it had been realized and 

dogmatized. He admired Christ the heretic but not the pot-bellied priest, 

the present manifestation of Christianity, ",ho dispenses benedictions Ivith 

his right hand and collects tithes with his 1eft. 8 "As a humanist 

Zamyatin believed that all men Here brothers, and he abhorred senseless 

violence; but he rejected Christian pacifism, particularly meekness, 

humility, and salvation through suffering as championed by Dostoevsky,,,9 

because Christianity leads to this II :3HTPOITHJI MbICJIH». Because there is 

no final truth, submission to a church, be it Orthodox or Catholic, is 

just as erroneous as submitting to a rational utopia. D-503 admits that 

the Christians, although inperfect, Ivere the direct forerunners of the 

United State. Both the Christians and the Well-Doer teach that resignation 

is desirable and virtuous ",hile pride is a vice. Both assure their 

followers that III" comes from the devil whereas "We" comes from God. lO 

Thus Christians \vorshiped entropy. 1-330 informs D-503 of this: 

3HTPOITHH -- HamH, HJIH BepRee 
BamH ITpe~KH, xpHcTHaHe, 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
7EBreHHll 3aMJITHH, II ° JIHTepaType'; peBOJIIO~HH XI 8HTPOIT:a:a

1l 

.?p. cit. ,CTpo 2500 

8Yevgeny Zamyatin, "Scythians?" in ~~viet I1eretic: Essay.-:~ 
bi: Yevgeny Zamyatin tr. and ed. by Mirra Ginsburg (New York 1967) p. 22. 

9Alex H. Shane, ~ ci!:, p. 143. 

10EBreHHi1 3aMJITHH, MbI 02. cit., CTpo 1110 
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110KJIOHJIJIHCb, Kale Boryo 

Christianity, encrusted with dogma curtails meaningful activity and 

thought, prevents individualism and enforces conformity. Zamyatin, a 

zealous advocate of revolution and maximum individualism, could not 

accept entropy in any guise. 

28 

Energy creates the opportunity for man to progress, to participate 

in endless revolution. In this way man, through creativity, smashes 

dogma. Dogma grmvs and builds up slO\.,rly like corals: 

STO y~e rryTL BBOJI~~HHo TIORa 
HOBaR epeCb He B30pBeT ROPY 
AorMhl H Bce B03Be~eHHhle Ha 
Hett npOtIHei1:m:ae, KaMeHHeHmHe 
nocTpottKHc; 12 

The man ""ho smashes dogma with discovery is Zamyatin's ideal 

man, the heretic. Heretics, like 1-330 and the Scythian ensure the 

eternal movement fonvard by rejecting the present in the name of the 

far and distant future. In this way they keep the world alive. These 

spiri tual revolutionaries \.,rork only for the future because of their dis-

satisfaction with the present. 'TIley do not work for the near future be-

cause they knO\v that an ideal, once realized, becomes philistinized. The 

lovely lady once married, simply becomes ~Irs. So-and-So with hair curlers 

• 1 d . . . h . 13 at n1g1t an a ID1gra1ne 1n t e morn1ng. A victory on earth inevitably 

l1Ibid., CTP $ 1420 

12EBreHHM 3aMRTHH, "0 JIHTepaType, peBOJIro~HH H 
BHTpornm:I' £E. cit., cTpo250(> 

l3Yevgeny Zamyatin, "Scythians?" ££.cit., p. 22. 
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means a defeat on the higher plane of ideas.
14 

The acceptance of heresy is necessary in order to smash yesterday's 

dogma. But the problem lies in the fact that once a fiery-red heresy 

victoriously explodes yesterday's "crust fl
, it then has no choice but to 

cool dO\;'n and ent.er the. com.fortable, soporific state of entropy. The 

heresy inevitably becomes philistinized. Within its very victory lies its 

defeat. A heresy, once accepted, is no longer revolutionary. Instead 

it initiates once again the evolution of ne\V dogma and its inevitable 

calcification. Therefore the true Scythian sets his goal far into the 

future thus ensuring the validity pf their ideals. 

In order for man to progress, he must be a heretic. Zamyatin 

believed that heretics alone are " e,lJ;HHoT BeHHoe (ropbKoe) JIeKapCT BO OT 
15 

3HTpornm 'leJIOBe'leoI<'o11 ~ t1 Because heretics figh~ dogma, and all 

its manifestations in traditions ,conventions, and insitutions, they 

are condemned by the \vise and cruel dialectic 1mI' to adhere to the \Vay 

of Golgotha. In 1tCKI1<Im JIM?" Zamyatin' also states that a heretic is often 

lodged at the government's expense in prison. The life of a heretic 

is a tumultuous one. It is 'far from easy. 1-330 suffers and dies for 

her ideals. This is not an uncommon fate of heretics. 

l4 Ibid ., p. 32. 

15EBreHHM 3aMHTMH, 0 JIMTepaType, peBOJIID~HH H 
8HTpormH ~-.:... cit. , CTP" 2500 
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The forces of entropy are powerful. Entropy, as enforced by 

the po,.,rer-hungr/6 Well-Doer, can be compared to the \vhi te spider that 

entangles and traps man in its 'veb of happiness .17 1-330 dares D-503 

to seek salvation from desire in the operation, so that he might partake 

of this leavened happiness and thus join the snoring crowd. lS And be-

cause this happiness removes doubt and maintains a comfortable equilibrium, 

it becomes very dear to its participants. Therefore entropy has many 

staunch adherents. With its many followers, and its pleasant, euphoric, 

effect, entropy becomes a mighty force. Conquering entropy is a very 

difficult task because the people who reside comfortably in entropy, do 

not desire deliverance, but actually oppose it. What each adherent of 

entropy, each philistine despises most of all is the rebel "'ho dares to 

think differently from him19 What the priest in the purple cassock hates 

most is the heretic who refuses to recognize his exclusive right to deny 

or permit; what Hrs. So-and-So loathes most of all is the Fair Lady who 

l61saac Deutscher, Heretics and Renegades and Other Essays, 
(London 1955), p. 41. - ---- . . --

l7EBrelm:ii 3aMJITHH, M!>.!. £E_._cit. CTpo 121. 

l8JJ:>id., CTP" 178. 

19Yevgeny Zamyatin, "Scythians?" ~cit., p. 23. 
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who refuses 'to Tecogrtize her sole right to the privileges of 10ve. 20 

"Hatred of freedom is the surest symptom of this deadly disease, 

h 'l' " ,,21 P 1 lstlnlsm. The phil is tine craves uniformity; he \vants everyone 

to conform. 

Heretics, however, actively battle the forces of entropy. They 

are the agents of revolution. '111e wise and cruel dialectic law ensures 

this. This law is cruel because it condemns the true heretic to an 

eternal dissatis faction with the present, and l'lise because eternal 

dissatisfaction is the only pledge of eternal movement forward, endless 

. 22 creatlon. 

Zamyatin divides people into tlvO groups -- the living-living and 

the living-dead. 23 The living-living are rebels, heretics and revolution-

aries who really experience life. They are constantly in torment, uhrays 

seeking, forever questioning and making mistakes. The living-dead reside 

in and maintain entropy. Even though the living-dead \'ialk, talk, eat 

and sleep, they are not truly alive. They do not question but accept the 

status quo as it is. Because they do not question, they never .make mistakes 

20Yevgeny Zamyatin, "Scythians?" ~~it., p. 23. 

21Yevgeny Zamyatin, "Scythians?" ~_c:.it., p, 23, 

22 E <.> 3 3 \1 , 
BreHI111 aMJITHH, j' aBTpa 9J~=-Clt., CTpo 173. 

3 ~ 2 EBreHl1rt 3aMJITl1H, ~O ~HTepaType, peBon~~Hl1 H 3HTPOITl1H 
CTpo 252-253 0 



and they produce dead things. 24 Therefore the living-dead are like 

machines themselves and they also produce dead things. 

Zamyatin preferred errors to truths because errors are alive 

whereas truths are of the machine. 25 Errors lead man on in search of 
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his unattainable goal. The more unattainable anti. impossible the goal, 

the better. 26 Errors are agents of revolution. They create life and 

movement. Errors are heal thy. Truths.t hO\vever, are agents of entropy. 

Truths arrest discovery and creativity. They lead to spiritual death. 

Truths, if accepted, convert living-living human beings into living-dead 

philistines. 

24 Ibid ., CTp .. 253. 

25 Ibic!.. , CTP 0 253. 

26 Ibid .,CTPo 253. 



CHAPTER III 

THE EFFECT OF ENTROPY ON THE INDIVIDUAL 

Entropy seriously impedes man's development. Zamyatin 

demonstrates the effect that entropy has on the individual within his 

creative writings. 

In "Ye3.n;Hoe " (1912), set in provincial Russia, Zamyatin 

displays the ugly results of philistinism. Baryba, the central character 

around \'lhom the action revolves, personfies philistinism. Entropy has 

left him devoid of human feelings. He only concerns himself \Vith 

satisfying his mm physical needs. To ensure a full stomach, Baryba 

prostitutes himself, steals, and even risks perjury. And he feels no 

r.emorse or guilt \vhen the innocent suffer because of him. He also employs 

sex either as a means to an end or merely to satisfy his s~xual appetite. 

He does not even knmo,l the meaning of love or deep physical desire. Any 

woman will do. 

Such an anti-hero as ,I3aryba should not triumph. Yet he does, 

He becomes increasingly successful and even achieves an official position 

of prominence within the town. The tale closes with a drunk Baryba 

ordering the townspeople not to laugh. Laughing is no longer allowed. 

Baryba has been increasingly dehumanized until he no longer even resembles 

a man but a stone image: 
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BYATO H He ~enOBeK men, a CTapaR 
BOCKpecmaH KypraHHaH 6a6a, 1 
Henenrur PYCCKBff I{aMeHH.aH 6a6ao 

Within II AJIJlaTblpI:> " (1914) Zamyatin again uses provincial 
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Russia as a setting. The inhabitants of Alatyr have all been philistinized. 

They lead dull, monotonous existences, steeped in gossip. Their in-

terests are petty, their lives are even more so. Nothing ever happens in 

this tmm and life continues and will continue in the same vein for there 

are no heretics. No one even tries to rebel or to change his or her 

existence. They have all succumbed to entropy. 

The most appealing characters, Glafira and Kostya, together 

could perhaps have risen above their tedious existences. Hm<Jevel' Kos1!ya, 

,'/ho loves the beautiful Glafira is not" loved in return. He is too awkward 

and too silly to entice Glafira. And Glafira, who has the temperament 

and the capacity to overcome her existence, wastes herself on the 

ineffectual and ridiculous "I{HH:?D". The decline of her beauty, 

syniliolized by the first growths of facial hair, repre~ents her increasing 

participation within philistinism. 

The effect of entropy on Campbell in I( 0 CTpoBMTHHe
li (1917) is just 

as devastating as on l3aryba. However, there is a difference. Campbell 

has as yet not been completely dehumanized. He is capable of falling 

in love. 

lEBreHMM 3aMHTMH, II Ye3,n;Hoe
1i 

B .Q26pamm CO~m-leHlli! TOM 
rrepBHA (MocKBa 1929) CTpe 112. 
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Hrs. Dooley is also capable of feeling and loving. When 

Campbell is moved into her home after his accident, she becomes alive, 

symbolized by the loss of her pince-nez. Her pince-nez, just as Laurie's 

veil fluttering about her lips, protects her from life and makes her 

respectab Ie. 1I00vever love strips both Laurie and Hrs. Dooley of their 

protective shields. They both begin to breathe. But \"hen Campbell 

leaves, Hrs. Dooley recovers.her pince-nez and her tedious existence. 

Within" OCTPOBMTJIHe", Zamyatin satirizes British society 

with its strict adherence to a code of respectability and to convention. 

This preoccupation with propriety and decorum has turned ~·1rs. Campbell 

into a gaunt, lifeless mummy2 and her son into a mechanical being. 3 

Campbell, who plods on in a straight line and is incapable of 

comprehending anything irrational such as Hrs. Dooley's advances, falls 

in love \'li th Didi, a dance-hall girl. Through this love '. he could over-

come entropy but he is incapable of shedding his past, his preoccupation 

with propriety. He feels bound by duty to await the respectability of 

the marriage bed before he makes love to Didi. By the time he acquires 
, 

the iron, his symbol for order. and respectability, he loses Didi to the 

boisterous, red-headed la\vyer 0' Kelly. Both Didi and 0' Kelly are not 

bound by convention. They represent dynamism. 

2EBreHMH 38MJITMH, "OCTPOBMTJIHe" B CoOnaHMM CO'IMHeHMH 
TOM TpeTMH lMo CKBa 1929), CTp. 21. --

3 Ibid., CpT. 9. 
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Dogma, in its most extreme and intolerant form is depicted 

by Zamyatin in his four act play entitled, 1I0nm CBHToro ,Il;oMHHHKa
ll 

(1920). The Spanish " Inquisition, bent on saving the souls of heretics 

(reminiscent of the Well-Doer' s compulsory happiness in MbI , and 

Vicar Dooley's "Code for Compulsory Sal vation" in "0 CTPOBHTJIHe II) , 

enforces conformity through terror. It destroys individualism and 

thought. A monk, in asserting his loyalty to the Church, demonstrates 

this: 

,Il;a ecnH 6bI MHe QepKoBb cKa3ana, 
~TO Y MeHJI TonbKO OAHH rna3 -
H 6bI cornaCHnCH H C STHM, H 6bI 
YBepoBan H B GTO. IToTOMY ~TO, 
XOTJI JI H TBep,n;o 3HaIO, ~TO Y 
MeH~ ,Il;Ba rna3a, HO JI 3HaIO 
eme TBep~e, ~TO ~epKoBb -- He 
MO~err OillH6aTbCH. 

The Inquisition, by enforcing dogma, represents spiritual death. Only 

the equation 2 + 2 = 4 is accepted. Spontaneity and hwnan progress are 

rejected. Only that which is sanctioned by the Church is considered to 

be correct and permissable: 

TaM, rOBopHT, epeTHKoB, ~TO 
opexoB B BapcenoHe. A Y 

4EBreHHH 3aMHTHH, 1\ OrHH CBHToro ,Il;OMHHHKdl B 
Co6paHHH CO~HHeHHH, TOM TpeTHH (Mo CKBa 1929) CTp. 288-289. 



HeBepHbIX, KOHelIHO, n HaYKa 
HeBepHaH. BOT Y~ Y Hac B 
licrraHnn, ec~n AB~Ahl ABa, 
TaK crrOKOHHO Mo~emb cKa3aTb, 
lITO :3 TO -- c 6.rraro CJIOBeHnH 
CBHTOH ~epKBn -- lIeThlpe. 5. 
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The effect of such intolerance is obvious. With the exception 

of the true heretics, people. continually seek opportunities to voice 

their loyalty to the Church. They all stumble over one another in their 

efforts to absolve themselves of all suspicion. In this type of ·an 

atmosphere where one is continually preoccupied with preserving one I s mvn 

life, man can hardly be concerned \..,i th progress. 

Within IIBHlI BOJKHH II (1928-1935), Zamyatin contrasts the 

dynamic, vibrant state of energy with the depleted state of entropy by 

juxtaposing the barbaric, healthy Atilla with the effete Roman government. 

Through this contrast, Zamyatin emphasizes the detioration and decline 

of Rome through its participation in entropy. 

Events in Rome are in a turmoil. Gold has lost its value and 

bread is scarce. The Roman ci tizins, in order to forget, dro\..,n them-

selves in decadence. TIle emperor, feeble and petulant, enjoys an in-

cestuous affair \..,i th his sister. Roman men have grown lazy and fat. 

The government, unable to provide a strong Roman army, hires barbarians 

to protect the city· from barbarians. Even the language and the food 

have grown soft. 

5 }bic!:, CTp. 265. 
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Atilla, however, is vibrant and alive. He enjoys the untamed 

wildness of nature and scorns the plush surroundings of the weak and 

effeminite Roman men. When a paunchy guard gives him some berries, 

Atilla crushes them under his heal causing the juice to spurt like 

blood. This is a foresounding of future occurrences. 

Zamyatin believed that entropy inevitably dehumanizes man. 

Entropy reduces individuality and induces conformity and stagnation. 

Being a maximal individualist and a staunch advocate of dynamism, 

Zamyatin could not tolerate philistinism. lIe therefore exposed the 

var~ous manifestations of entropy within his creative writings. 



He CTIH, He CITll Xy~O~HHK, 
He TIpe~aBaHcfl CHY. 

---Tbl -- Be'tJ:HOCTH 3aJIO~HHK 

Y BpeMeHH B TIJIeHY. 

HO'tJ:b -- ITacTepHaK 

CHAPTER IV 

LITERATURE AND ITS ROLE 

Zamyatin's belief in the dialectic process raises the question 

of his concept of literature and its role within society. Since 

Zamyatin believed that the dialectic path of thesis, anti thesis J .and 

synthesis is a uni versa,l law affecting all spheres of life, he therefore 

asserted that it should also be applicable to art. This essential 

dialectic path creates and enforces grm>lth and development \vi thin the 

creative field of art. Zamyatin delineates this process: 

+, 

BOT TpH llKOJIhI B HCRyccTBe ~'Q 11 HeT 
H11KaRHX ,n;pyrHx. Y'l'Bep~eH11e: 
oTp11uaH11e, H CHHTe3 --OTpHUaHHe 
o TPI1U aI·IH.FI o CHJIJIOrH3M 3aMRHYT, 
Kpyr saBepmeH e H~ H11M B03HHRaeT 
HOBhlM --.H BC~ TOT~e -- Rpyr. H 
TaR H3 RpyroB -- TI£~TIHpaID~aH He60 
CTIHpaJIb HCRYCCTBa. 

Art, therefore, progresses in an eternal spiral and each circle on that 

spiral bears one of the above-mentioned stamps: +, -

1 u 1\ (~ 
EBreHHH 3aMflTHH, ,,0 CJIHT8TH3Me B JIHuax Hbk1-MopR, 

1967), CTp. 233. 
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In his essays II COBP8M8HHaH PYCCKaJI JIHT8paTypa" (1918) and 

110 CHHT8TH3Me il (1922) Zamyatin deals with Realism, Symbolism, and 

Neorealism. To demonstrate the relevance of each of these schools and 

their roles \~ithin the dialectic process, Zamyatin allegorically utilizes 

Adamls physical and spiritual encounters with Eve. 

nealism, \~hich had its start at the end of the nineteenth and 

beginning of the t\~entieth centuries, represents the plus sign. Zamyatin 

compares Realism to Adam's and Evels physical relationship, representing 

the clay world. The Realists, such as Chekhov, turned their gaze toward 

the earth and used their creative writings as a mirror to reflect a vivid 

piece of the earth. They employed plausible characters within their 

works and described only such incidents and events as could actually have 

occurred. Thei:!.' religion was the earth and their god was man. 

When Realism had reached the limit of its development and could 

progress no further, a new and antithetical phenomenon arose. Zamyatin 

compares this movement: to Adam IS spiritual discovery of Eve. Adam, 

physically satiated, looks up and discovers a faintly glimmering, 

misty new \"rorld in Eve I s eyes. Fascinated by this unattainable, in

finitely more beautiful Eve, he discontinues their physical embraces. 

This minus, the denial of all flesh, represents the Symbolists. 

The Symbolists turned their back on everything earthly and ex·· 

tended their gaze to the other mystical, unattainable world. Instead 

of the Realists' mirror, the, Symbolists employed an X-ray. With this 

apparatus, the Symbolists penetrated through the body to the skeleton 
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and to the dark spot \'1here the bullet is lodged. This skeleton and the 

dark spot symbolically represented the Symbolists' melancholy view of 

life. In life they continually saw death. TIley no longer believed in 

daily life but in the eternal tragedy -- Love and Death. The impossibility 

of ever attaining goals. on earth as symbolically epitomized by Blok's 

Fair Lady demonstrates the fate of every realized goal. For this reason, 

the SymbQlists could not laugh. TIley rej ected life and man and instead 

turned their gaze heavemvard to the upper regions of space ,.,rhere they 

sought ans\vers to their questions. 

As in the case of the Realists, the Symbolists also exhausted 

a11 of their potentialities. Then, out of the two hostile phenomena, 

a third was born. This third phenomenon reconciled its two predecessors 

by making use of the results achieved by them both. In this way art 

develops and progresses. 

Neorealism, the synthesis of the two preceding antithetical move

ments and the movement with ,.,rhich Zamyatin associates himself, made its 

appearance in the 1920's. Adam, having touched Eve's lips and knees, is 

once again passionately aroused. He does al'JaY \'lith the minus. Hm'lever, 

this Adam has already been poisoned with the knOl.,rledge of the other 

unattainable Eve. TIlerefore his kisses leave not only sweetness but a 

bitter touch of irony on this Eve's lips. Zamyatin explains that this 

Adam who has gone through negation, has grown wiser and knows the 

skeleton. But this knowledge enhances his love: 



Ho OT SToro -- TO~bKO e~e 
llcTyrrJIeHHeH rro.u;eJI"yll, eme 
ITbRHee JIro60Bb, eme Rpqe 
KpaCKll, eme oCTpee rJIa3a, 
BblxBaTbIBaromHe caMyro ceKyH,II;Hyro 
CYTb JIllHHH II ~opM.2 
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The knm<lledge of both the physical and spiritual and a heightened aware

ness characterize Synthetism, Neorealism. 3 

Instead of the Realists' mirror, the Neorealists employed a 

microscope. Through the microscope, maintains Zamyatin, they saw the 

more real ,'>'Orld. This ,'>'Orld, although distorted, more shocking and 

fantastic, reveals the true nature of a thing far more accurately than 

the credible world of the Realists. Instead of merely depicting the 

ordinary world visible to the naked eye, the Neorealists delved below 

the surface and revealed the true reality of a thing. To illustrate 

this point, Zamyatin uses the example of a hand viewed by the naked eye 

and through a microscope. The hand when viewed by the naked eye of the 

Realist appeared to be pink and smooth. However, \<lhen this same hand 

was placed under the microscope of the Neorealist, the delicate smooth 

skin '<las transformed into huge bumps and pits. A hair became a thick 

trunk of a tree; a speck of dust became a boulder. This is no longer a 

hand but could perhaps be a plain on r'lars. The microscope therefore, 

enhanced the Neorealists I a\<lareness and sharpened their perception. 

2Ibid . , --
3zamyatin uses the term IISynthetism" synonymously with 

"Neorealism". 
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Because the Neorealist deals Hith this incredible, although 

more real \vorld, his creative writings often hold the element of 

exaggeration. The grotesque and fantastic are an integral part of his 

\~riting. Zamyatin calls this method of merging the credible with the 

incredible "impressionism". To illustrate this method, Zamyatin cites 

and example from his mV11 \-lork. In order to depict the stealthy, sly 

nature of t.he lawyer in " Ye3,n;Hoe", Zamyatin conveniently nicknames 

him ttMOprYRoB 11 4 In his description of Horgunov, Zamyatin states 

that not only Horgunov' s t,~o huge dark eyes constantly qlink, but his 

''1hole being blinks: 

~a, GTO ~TO -- r~a3a. OH H 
BeCD KaK-TO rro,n;MaprHB~, 

CeMeR-TO CBMeHhl~. KaK rrofi,n;eT 
no Y~Hu;e, ,n;a Ha'IHBT Ha ~eBYlo 
Hory rrpHrra,n;aTD -- HY, KaK eCTD, 
BecD, BceM CBgHM cymecTBoM, 
rro,n;MaprHBaeT. 

A being that blinks can hardly be sincere. 

Zamyatiil had masters;ld the technique of impressionism. He very 

ab ly demonstrates this ability wi thin his creative \'lri tings . To depict 

the exceedingly slow and plodding character of Campbell, Zamyatin through-

out "0 CTpoBHTHHe It consistently compares him to a tractor. Campbell's 

4Zamyatin adapted It MoprYHoB It from the verb ItMopraTD It, 

meaning to blink. 

5EBreHHfi 3aMHTHH, 1\ Ye3,n;Hoe \1 B Co6paHHH CO~HHeHHll 
TOM rrepBhlfi (MocKBa 1929), CTp. 84. . 
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1 d 
u I, 6 

huge square )oots tru ge II KaK rpY30Bo11 TpaKTop, MeAJIeHHO 11 HerrpejIO)KHo. 

When Campbell thlnks, Zamyatin comments IICKp11rreJI11 KOJIe ca 11.7 However, 

of the many excellent impressions, Zamyatin' s best impression of Campbell 

consists of the following: 

MeAJIeHHO H TR~eJIO rrepeBaJIHBaeTCH 
TP~KTOp -- BSe rrpflMo -- HH Ha 
AI011M C rrYTH. 

This impression unalterably establishes Campbell's uns\verving and un-

thinking nature. 

Impressionism enabled the \'lTiter to transmit either a character 

or a situation to the reader. !lmvever, impressionism was deemed im-

portant by Zamyatin for yet another reason. Impressionism made it possible 

for the author to communicate his ideas succinctly. 

Zamyatin believed that literature should respond to the pace 

of the epoch. The tempo of life had quickened, become more feverish. 

Life had become more complex. People no longer had the time to read 

long, ponderous novels. Therefore the Neorealists responded by \vriting 

more briefly and compactly. Their teacher, in this respect \'Jas Chekhov. 9 

6EBreHHM 3aMflTHH "OCTPOB11TflHe
li 

B Co6paHHH COtIHHeH11M 
TOM TpeTHM (MocKBa 1929), CTp. 9. 

Heretic: 
(Chicago 

7Ibi~., p. 15. 

8Ibid ., p. 15. 

9Yevgeny Zamyatin, "Contemporary Russian Literature ll in A Soviet 
Essays by Yevgeny Zamyatin, ed. & trans. by ~1irra Ginsburg 

and Londoni1:fio-f:l):-46.~-
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TIle Neorealists could no longer indulge in writing lengthy 

descriptions. They had to limit themselves and impressionism enabled 

them to do so. Through the impression, the Neorealists were able "to 

shO\.,." in a very few words that 'ofhich previously had taken authors lengthy 

passages "to narrate". But for the impression to be both vivid and 

effective, the Neorealists had to be precise in their choice of words. 

For this they are indebted to the Symbolists. 

The Symbolists, because of their unusual choice of themes, had 

some difficulty in conveying their emotions verbally. Therefore they 

perfected the technique of word usage and developed verbal music. This 

legacy \vas their most important contribution which the Neorealists em-

10 played to best advantage. 

Zamyatin exemplifies both brevity and vel'bal music in his works. 

In " CeBep" (1918) for example, through the repetition of various quiet 

sounds such as the s6ft labial 11M ", nasal IIH " and the frica.tives "ill ", 

and" JKI
I

, Zamyatin conveys a hushed mood and the presence of the all-

enveloping fog: 

THXO TpeHbKaeT TpexcTpYHKa, H 
KpyxcaT CH. <1JHrYPbI B TYMaHe, 
rrpHXO~JIT, yXO~JIT B TYMaH. ]orrcKHe 
rrapHH -- C Me~~eHHhlMM, 6e~hlMM 
3~emHMMM ~eBKaNm ~ 3~rmHMe -~ c 
tlepHhlMM JIOIIKaMM, ••• 1 

IOJbid., pp. 38-39 'and pp. 46-47. 

l1EBrelnrI:i 3aMJITMH, 1\ CeBepl1 B Co6paHMH COtIHHeHI:!.!t, 
TOM tIeTBepTbI~ ~OCKBa 192~ , CTp. 18. 
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The soft, misty fog has encompassed and subdued the acti vi ty", The music 

seems less audible, the dancing less intense. Through the repetition of 

II XO,II;HT II in "TIpllXO,II;HT II and lIyXO,II;HT ", by repeating the sound 

" ... hIMli " and its variations of 1I •• ;M:Mli II and " ... aMli "and the 

recurrence of "3,II;eIIlHliMli "in "3,II;eIIlHlie ", Zamyatin has also created 

the impression of dancing, s\'Jaying couples. 

'By the time the Neoi-ealists had come into being, the \oJorld had 

changed a great deal. Einstein had discovered that time does not 

progress in a straight line but instead is relative. Zamyatin reflected 

this in his historical outlook. lIe believed in the relevance of the past, 

present, and future upon \vhich the dialectic process functions. The 

past combines \d th the present to form a future development \'lhich is in 

turn challenged by newer developments. Parallels of things past may 

be found in the present and will continue to be found in the future. 

lIis story entitled" ElilI EO)Imfi " and his play "OrHli CBHToro ,noMliHliKa" 

both emphasize historical parallelism. Within the field of literature 

it has already been demonstr~ted that the brevity of the past Realists 

and the verbal music of the then present Symbolists ,.,rere combined, 

adapted and adopted by the future Neorealists. Future epochs \'lill continue 

to demonstrate the relevance of the past and present. 

Zamyatin believed that the past, a vital aspect of time, could 

no longer be classified as inconsequential. His novel IYIbI testifies to 

his conviction in the relevance of the past. In MhI, the Well-Doer 

and Guardians have attempted to obscure the past through socio-physical 

conditioning and through derision. However they are not able to 

eradicate physical characteristics such as U-'s cheeks which resemble 
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fish-gills, R-13' s agile body which reminds D-S03 of a gorilla, and 

1-330 I s sharp \'lhi te teeth. These atavisms indelibly recall primi ti vism. 

However, the most conspicuous, and as far as D-S03 is concerned, the 

most odious reminders of the past are his very own hairy hands. These 

primitive hands visually demonstrate their incongruity with the sterile, 

artificial environment inflicted upon the populace. However, these 

-aYavisms do not just recall ~he past but they demonstrate something much 

more significant. Cut off from the past with its pl'imitivism and 

emotionalism, D-S03 has evolved into an incomplete human being. 

Einstein I s discoveries had dislodged the \'1ho1e concept of time 

and space from their foundations. Purely chronological narration \'las no 

longer appropriate in modern literature. Therefore Zamyatin in his 

II PaccKa3 0 caMOM rJIaBHOMII (1923) employed such techniques as he 

felt were appropriate to post-Einsteinian literature. Within this tale, 

Zamyatin avoids the purely chronological passage of time and instead 

presents the action on three different planes. In this way he establishes 

the relativity of time. 

On the first plane 'Zamyatin presents the world of a yellowish

pink caterpillar Rhopalocera, dying in a lilac bush in order to become 

a butterfly. The second plane deals \'1i th the world of the Kelbuy and 

Orel peasants engaged in fighting on opposite sides of the October 

Revolution. On the third plane Zamyatin presents a distant star on 

which the last four inhabitants simply named the "Hother", "man", 

"woman", and "blind boy", are dying from lack of oxygen. 
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In presenting these three planes, Zamyatin does not begin and 

finish with one world before continuing \",i th the next. Instead, he 

presents the world of each plane. and then, at various points throughout 

the tale, he refers back to and continues the action of each level. 

This interweaving of the three planes establishes the Simultaneity of 

the three lines of action and hence emphasizes the relativity of time. 

Relativity of time is also established by Kukoverov, the leader 

of the Whites. He tells Talya that the \",orld is spinning a hundred times 

faster. l2 She only fully comprehends the meaning of this statement 

when she discovers that Kukoverov, captured by the Soviets, is doomed 

to be executed. '111en she exclaims: 

Ho MOJK8T OhITb rrpaB KYIWB8POB, O,lJ,HO 
H TO JK8 -- MBHyTa H ro~, H HHor,rr,a 
~ac -- 8TO BCR JKH3Hbc 1 

Timelessness is established by drops dripping on stones: 

'M B 'l'HillHH8 _ ... ~arrm1; orr KarrJIH ,n;o 
KarrJIH ~- B8Kae 4 

12EBr8HHH 3aMRTHH, IIPaCCKa3 0 caMOM rJIaBHOM"B 
C,oopaHHH C01;IHH8.!;!.HH, TOM' TP8THH (Mo CKBa 1929} , CTp. 213-214. 

13Ibid . , CTp. 243. 

14Ibid., CTp. 256. \ 



The recurrence of the image of the drops emphasizes the relativity of 

time: 

B THllHHe -- KaTI~H a KaMeHb, aT 15 
Kan~H Aa Kan~H -~ BeKa, ceKYHAH • 
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. By dealing with each of the three planes of existence, Zamyatin 

demonstrates that the most important thing is subjective and relative. 

The most important goal for Rhopalocera is to become a butterfly. For 

the White Orel peasantry, the most important task at hand is to defend 

and retain the bridge. Capturing the bridge is the primary concern of 

the Soviet. Kelbuy peasants while on the dying star, the most important 

thing is to breatlle. 

Death, when imminent, brings into sharp focus \~hat is truly 

the most important thing. Not who retains or gains the bridge but 

fulfilling" the basic function of life, living and loving is important. 

The man and woman on the dark swirling planet, hurtling toward the earth 

realize this and consummate their love. Nhen faced with the inevitability 

of Kukoverov's death, Talya also fathor.ls the secret of the priorities 

of life and goes to Kukoverov in prison tq do what is most important, 

to consummate their love. She realizes that. a fm'l I1seconds become ages 

and one moment of fulfillment is worth years of stunted existence. 1I16 

15 Ibid ., CTp. 260. 

16 Alex ~~. Shane, Thc_ Life .E:.l!9-~'/orks __ of Evg~}j Zan~.;Latin 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles 1968), p. 173. 
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Therefore she goes to Kukoverov. Herein lies Z amy at in's philosophy of 

life. lie deplored a lukewarm vegetative existence and instead advocated 

a life that is truly lived, richly and fully. "In essence, this is a 

restatement of the maximalism that underlay his concept of the galloping 

.. 17 
Scytlllan. 11 

At first glance, " PaccKa3 0 CaMOM rJIaBHOM" might seem to 

reflect ·pessimism. TIle caterpillar Rhopalocera is doomed to die a 

painful death. Kukoverov, captured by the Soviets, faces the death 

sentence. The last inhabitants on the dying star are slm;,ly suffocating. 

And finally, the dark star and Earth are doomed to collide, the impact 

of ,;,hich no one ""ill su:rvi ve. However, throughout the tale, Zamyatin 

,;,eaves a barely perceptible thread of optimism. He uses the cater-

pillar symbolica.lly to demonstrate that dea.th is not an end but a 

beginning of something better. And from the collision of the two planets 

something n6\;', something indescribable and infinitely better ,;,ill be 

formed because of the universal dialectic 1m;'. He concludes this tale 

on a note of optimism: 

17 

3eMJIR pacKphlBaeT CBon HeApa Bce 
rnnpe --·e~e -- BCID ceoE ~TOOhl 
3a~aTb, ~TOOhl B oarpOBOM CBeTe 
HOBhle, orHeHHhle cy~ecTBa, H 
ITOTOM B OeJIOM TeITJIOM TYMaHe 
-- e~e HOBhle, ~BeTOITOAOOHhle, 
TOJIbKO TOHKHM CTeOJIeM 

~bid., p. 173. 



npHBJISaHHhle K HOBOH 3eMJIe, a Kor,Il;a
18 c03peroT 8TH qeJIOBeQbH ~BeThl --eo. 
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The Soviet; critic At Ef1'emin l:;1'i tici~es Zamyatin' s IIPaCCKas 0 CaMOM 

r,JI~BIWM II for deriding the October Revolution and' for being lITY'MaHeH, 

9 O,JI9*~H tPaHTaCTHKoH".19 Zamyatin was not degrading the Russian 

Revolution in this tale. He had never been against the occurrence of 

th~ R1J~~:i.an !tevQlution. llm-lcver, he could not sanction bloodshed and 

belioved that it Was time to place the Revolution into proper 

'pe:r13pec;tive, Hme to look ahead. To reiterate, not bddges but life 

anc} love are important. Regarding the fantastic element ",i thin this 

tale, Zamyatin asserted that it was appropriate to post-Einsteinian 

li terature and therefore he applied it in his \vorks. His novel NIb! 

serves as an excellent example of Zamyatin's liberal application of 

the fantastic. In his essay "0 CHHTeTH3Me 11 he writes that ,art, 

which has grown out of tll(~ present-day reaH ty created by Einstein I s 

revolutionary discoveries, c.an only be fantastic and dream-like. But 

along with this fantastic world, there stil1 exists the ordinary: 

Ho Bce-TaKH eCT:n eII\e ,Il;OMa, CarrOrI-I, 
narrI1pocb1; H PR)~OM c KOHTOpoil, r,n;e 
npo,n;aroT CR OI1JleTbI Ha Mapc -- Mara3HH, 

18EBrelIHM 38.MJITHH, "PaCCI(a3 0 caMOM rJIaBHOM"~:. cit., 
CTp. 260. ' 

19 A. EcppeMHH I,EBreHHM 3aMRTHHII B KpacHoH HOBH TOM 
n.ePB~H (MocKBa flHBap:n, 1930), CTp_ 229. 



r~e rrpOAaIDTCH Kon6aChl. OTCIDAa B 

CerOAH.ffIDHeM HCKYCCTBe -- CllHTeS 
cpaHTaCTllKH C 6hlTOM. 0 •• M BCe 

JKe H3 KaMHett, carror, rrCWJIPoc H 
Kon6ac -- cpaHTaSM, COH.~ 

This union of the ordina,ry with the fantastic represents Neorealism. 
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Zamyatin realized that on earth there are only a fe\\1 heretics 

through which the world is kept alive. 111e rest, the vastly greater 

majority of the masses, succumb to entropy. Easily frightened, they 

require dogma to guide them. They seek periods rather than question 

marks and complacency rather than development. 

In his creative writings Zamyatin demonstrates the popularity 

of entropy. All of the characters in I,YesAHoe "have conu'acted the 

sleeping-sickness of entropy. In MhI , only a fely revolutionaries, led 

by I-330) attempt to live rather than vegetate. The rest of the populace 

blissfully snores. All except Didi and 0' Kelly in II 0 CTpoBHTHHe II 

adhere strictly to the rules of proper decorum and only Bailey and 

Laurie love spontaneously in II JIoBeu; "tfenOBeKOB II The rest have 

succumbed to vulgar philistinism. 

Wiser through negation, the Neorealists no longer entertained 

illusions about the grandeur of man. Instead, Zamyatin's optimism lay 

20, » 
EBreHHll 38MHT-Hll, 1\ OCHHTeTH3Me ~cit. CTp. 238. 



in the universal dialectic law. Hmvever he loved mankind and smv its 

plight. Therefore he could not accept art for art's sake alone. He 

believed that art had a duty to man and a purpose. This purpose was 

to enlighten and awaken the snoring masses, to fight the forces of 

entropy. The artist therefore had a terrible and awesome mission in 

life. He was the prophet and guide, the purveyor of truth. 

, Zamyatin compares the artist to a sailor who climbs a.loft 

to the masthead and from this position warns of the dangers that lie 

beyond. 21 He does not look behind him or below him, but ahead to the 
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future. !-Ie is necessary for those on deck rely on him to espy dangers 

which as yet are not visible to them. This artist's only allegiance 

is to truth. 

Zamyatin deplored the special purpose propagandist literature 

employed by the regime to further its political ideology. Subordinating 

art to political aims destroys the basic purpose of art and degrades 

both the artist and his craft. This literature can no longer have 

truth as its basis. Therefore art is reduced to mediocrity. 
-

Zamyatin classified harnessed and controlled literature as 

living-dead literature. 22 The imposition of political aims on art 

creates agile and nimble writers who bend with each trend. The 

--------------
21EBreHHH 3aMJITMH, II 0 JHITepaType, peBOJIIOU;HM H 

8HTPOllHM" B JIMu;ax (HhIO I10PK 1967), C'l'p. 25~. 

22.Ibi<!.., CTp. 253" 
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literature that they produce lacks significance for it deals only with 

the issues of the day and not with the meaning of the age as a \'1ho1e. 

Zamyatin compares the meaningless spate of their creativity to the 

twittering.of sparrows. 23 TIle only possible future for this type of 

l 't .. 24 1 erature 1S 1ts past. 

Living-living literature however, does not live by yesterday's 

or today's clock, but by the.future's.25 Living-living literature 

springs from the artist and consists of truth as he sees it and not 

as he is supposed to see it. 

To see truth, the artist must first be a courageous, free 

individual. He must be like the galloping nomadic Scythian who constantly 

looks to the future. He cannot be bound by dogma, convention, and 

tradition. If he is restrained by entropy, then he can only create 

the living-dead literature, the literature of today ",hich is discarded 

tomorrm'l. True literature, the literature which cannot be philistinized, 

is created by heretics, rebels, and dreamers: 

23 » 
EBr~HIn1 3aMHTHH, '1 ° cero,n;HRllHeM H 0 cOBpeMeHHoM 

B JIHIJ;aH (HbID-HoPK 1967), CTp. 213. 

24 u \I (u ) EBreHHH 3aMJITHH, 11.ff 60IDCb B JIHD;~ HbID HopI< 1967 
CTp. 190. 

25EBreHHH 3aMHTHH, 1\0 JIHTepaType, peBOJIIDD;HH H 
:3HTPOIIHHII ~ci t CTp. 251. 



T~aBHoe B TOM, ~TO HaCTOR~aa 
~HTepaTypa MO~eT 6hlTb TO~bKO 
TaM, rAe ee Ae~aeT He 
HCITOJIHHTeJlbHbIe H 6~arOHaAeJKHbIe 
~HHOBHHKH, a 6e3YM~bI OTme~bHHKH, 
~peTHKH, ~g~TaTe~H, 6YHTapH, 
CKeITTHKH. 

True literature should also have as its basis a genuine love 

for man; it cannot be built on such negative emotions as hatred for 

man. 27 Zamyatin, the Neorealist, no longer believed in man, yet he 

still loved mankind and adhered to an idealistic conception of man. 
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He believed man could be and should a :free individual retaining both the 

rat}onal and irrational e:br:ents and experiencing the full range of human 

emotions. Yet he also realized that man is mortal, that he requires 

attention and aid. Literature should provide man \'lith assistance and 

guidance. During the political and social upheavals of the Russian 

October Revolution and with the ensuing triumph of collectivism, man, 

as an entity, had been forgotten. Concerned, Zamyatin I'lrites: 

BORHa HMITepHaJIHCTH~ecKaa H 
BORHa rpaJKAaHCKaa -- 06paTH~H 
~e~OBeKa B MaTepHa~ A~R BO~HH, 
B HYMep, ~H<P'PY 0 qe~oBeK 3a611IT 
-- PaAH ~y66oTbI; Mhl XOTHM 
HarroMHHTb ~pyroe: cy660Ta A~R 
~e~OBeKa.2 

26 II 

EBreHHH 3aMRTHH, II.H 60IOCb ~~cit., CTpo 189. 

27 u " (~ ) EBreHHH 3aMRTHH, ~ne~D B ]H~ax HbIO liOPK 1967 , 
CTp. 177. -

28EBreHHH 3aMRTHH, 
CTp. 174. 

1\ 3aBTpa" B ]H~ax (HbIO-P10P~ 1967), 
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Being a humanist, Zamyatin abhorred violence and bloodshed. 

He believed "that ideals imposed by force are corrupted in the strugg1e. 1129 

His fable entitled 11 UepKoBb EO)KbJI 11 (1922) not only allegorically 

demonstrates that even the most praise\vorthy goals achieved by violent 

means are philistinized, but that violence causes a regression to 

barbarism. Zamyatin states that man ceased being an ape when the first 

b 1 
. 30 

00 ~ ''las \'1r1 tten. The implications here are axiomatic. Therefore the 

only revolution ''lorthy of the modern and human man is the psychological 

revolution. Furthermore, the psychological revolution carried on through 

-literature is infinitely more effective than the explosive ,.,.eapons "'hich 

result in bloodshed: 

-= EC'l'b KH:0:rH TaKoro JKe XMMHlIe CKoro 

co CTaga, KaK )J;HHaMHHT. Pa3HHu;a 

TO~bKO B TOM, qTO O)J;HH KYCOK 

).J;HHaMHTa B3pbIBaeT CJI OJJ;HH pa3, a 

KHHra -- ThlCJIqH pa3o~1 

Therefore the artist can eng,age in a peaceful , progressive, continuous 

revolution. Through literature both the author and reader can combat 

without bloodshed entropy in all its guises. 

29 
D. J. Richards, ZamYc:.1:i-~A Soviet lleret~c (London 1962), 

p. 39. 
30 u p 

EBreHHH 3aMJITHH, 1\ ,I(~JI c60pmIKa 0 KHHre B JIHu;ax 
~cit., CTp. 257. 

31Ibid ., CTp. 257 c 



Zamyatin vimved life as being essentially tragic. IIis 

philosophy of the galloping Scythian, always seeking but never 

attaining? belies this outlook. However, Zamyatin firmly declares 

that there are two ways of conquering the tragedy of life -- religion 

d . 32 N 11 Z . h' . 1 . . an Irony. atura y amyatIn c ose Irony WIt 1 Its COnCOTIll tant 

smile 'which, he maintained, is the most terrible of all exp1osives.
33 

Under the cruel irony of the'microscope the delicate smooth skin is 

transformed into huge bumps and c1efts.
34 

Perhaps this revelation is 

unpleasant. Nevertheless, irony allows one to laugh at \vhat is 
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offensive 'and disagreeable. 111rough irony, a worthy weapon of man, the 

artist bring:; to the foreground that \vhich requires attention. Through 

laughter, the enemy is destroyed. 

Li terature organizes and bui Ids life. 3S To accomplish this, 

the artist must create living-living literature through the portrayal 

of truth as he sees it. And this literature must be based on love. 

Only then can he \Yarn those below o'f the dangers ahead. 

32Yevgeny Zamyatin, "Contemporary Russian Li terature" ~. cit., 
p. 41. 

33EBreHHH 3aMHTHH, 

34Ibid ., CTp. 237 0 

1\ • 
l'lO CHHTeTH3Me ~. Cl~., CTp. 

35 II . 
EBreHHH 38.MHTHH, II :QeJIb ~.E.: Cl t., CTp. 237. 

237. 



Zamyatin fulfilled the role of prophet more than adequately. 

He courageously depicted within his expository and creative ,vritings 

those dangers which he felt were imminent. Because of the excessive 

violence of the age, Zamyatin believed that man \Vas regressing to 

barbarism. Therefore he expounded this theme 'vi thin his 'vorks and 

l'larned that it was time to pick up the \veapon of the \'lord: 

YMHpaeT ·lIeJIOBeK. rOp,n;hIH homo erectus 
CTaHOBMTCH Ha lIeTBepeHbKH, o6pacTaeT 
KJIbIK81.iH H mep cTbI06 B lIeJIOBeKe -
no6e~aeT 3Bepb. 3 
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His story IMaMai1 II (1920) through humour attests to the chilling fact 

that a11 are capable of murder. Wi thin "n:e~epa 'I (1920 Zamyatin 

delineates the schizophrenic struggle between man and beast) both of 

whom are present \vi thin the protagonist Martin I;lartinych. In." PaccKa3 0 

caMOM rJIaBHOM ", Zamyatin depicts the pettiness of the struggle 

over the bridge at the great cost of loss of human life by juxtaposing 

it \Vith the fact that all \vi11 soon die when the two planets collide. 

He also presents cruelty within this tale. In order to breath a little 

while longer the man murders the blind boy. 

But surely, states Zamyatin, life is sacred and man is brother 

to man: 

36 II 
EBrerIHH 3aMHTHH, 1,3aBTpa ~_~t., CTp. 174. 

·1 



B03Bp~aeTCH ~HKOe Cpe~HeBeKOBbe, 
CTpeMHTeJIbHO rr~aeT u;eHHOCTb 
~eJIOBe~eCKOH ~H3HH, KaTHTCH HOBaH 
BOJIHa eBpOrreHCKHX rrOrpOMOB. 
HeJIb3H OOJIhme MOJI~aTb. BpeMH 37 
KPHKHYTb: ~eJIOBeK ~eJIOBeKY -- opaT! 

By using irony in his story 1\ )J;paKoH 11 (1918) Zamyatin demonstrates 
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the need for fraternal feelings. A soldier, who automatically, without 

even flinching murders people, ,,,,arms a little bird to keep it frpm 

freezing. TIle incongruity created by the juxtaposition of the concern 

for the bird ''lith the complete lack of feeling for his fellO\v-man 

vociferously expresses the regression to barbarism and the need for 

love. 

Zamyatin believed that because of the dialectic process, 

Neorealism ",as the legal heir of Realism and Symbolism. He characterized 

Neorealism \vi th the following traits: compactness of expression, 

impressionism, a distortion of reality depicting the more real world, 

the element of the grotesque and fantastic combined with the ordinary, 
. 

and a philosophy oriented to the future. He rejected the idea of art 

for art's sake a.nd instead maintained that literature should guide and 

build life. 

The only literature that can adequeately engage in the monumental 

task of organizing life is living-living literature, which is based on 

truth and love for mankind. Living-living literature is created by 

37 Ibid ., CTp. 174. 

1 
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the artist \~ho fulfils the difficult role of prophet and guide. ·He 

is capable of purvey~ng the truth to the masses because he is a maximal 

individualist and a fearless Scythian. Through irony, a most worthy 

\'leapon of man, and its concomitant smile, the most terrible of all 

explosives, the heretical artist engages in a peaceful psychological 

revolution against the stagnating forces of entropy. 



CHAPTER V 

ZAMYATIN'S LITERARY TECHNIQUES 

Zamyatin maintained that the role of litA"8.ture within society 

is to awaken the masses to the dangers of the deadening forces of 

entropy. Entropy is particuiarly effective because it lulls its ad

herents into contentment and sleep. Therefore literature should be 

especially striking and vivid if it is to fulfil its fWlction in life. 

For this reason, Zamyatin developed various techniques \vhich would 

procure reader participation and in this way, awaken him from the 

sleeping sickness of entropy. 

In order to impress upon the reader his ideas, Lev Tolstoy 

exploited his creative writings. This is especially evident in such 

later works as II CMepTh I1BaHa I1JIhlFlci'. In this particular work, 

he blatantly moralizes on the ills of society. He decries its sham and 

hypocrisy and concludes that. true peace and happiness can only be 

achieved through Christian love. 

Zamyatin also at various times employs his cha.ra.cters as 

vehicles for the expression of his philosophies. For example, he points 

61 
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out the inevitable conclusions of total industrialization and collectivism 

in MhI through his spokeswoman 1-330. lie depicts the results of dogmatic 

intolerance in IIOrHH CBJITOrO .II,oMHHHKa" through Rui. However, 

Zamyatin's intrusions of the omniscient authoT are much more subtle than 

those of Tolstoy. Zamyatin's presence :is less obtrusive than Tolstoy's. 

Tolstoy merely extends his moralizing finger and straightforl'lardly points 

out the existing evils whereas Zamyatin, through various techniques 

succeeds in transmitting his philosophy and hopefully in influencing the 

reader. 

Chekhov asserted that total objectivity in portraying some 

social ill or injustice affected the reader much more than angry tirades 

ma~e by tle author in reference to some committed cruelty. Ile realized 

tttelt ob j ecti vi ty, on the part of the author, is an excellent method for 

arousing empathy within the reader for the character. By describing 

factually and unemotionally the evils that do exist, the author creates 

a cold background against.which the sorrO\~s of the characters stand out 

in stark relief. 11 B oBpare 11 aptly illustrates this. Chekhov' s 

objective portrayal of the murder of Lipa's baby arouses both fury and 

frustration within the reader. 

Zamyatin, although not ob j ecti ve throughout his \wrks, does 

utilize objectivity very effectively. In 1\1bI , he depicts D-503, now a 

complete automaton, \vatching cold-bloodedly as 1-330 undergoes torture. 

lIe feels no t\·Jinge of ' pain 0.1' remorse when 1-330 painfully closes her 
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eyes as the air is pumped out from beneath the Bell. She loses 

consciousness and is ,brought to by means of electrodes. The process 

is repeated three times but 1-330, a heretic to the end, refuses to 

testify. Throughout the whole painful process she gazes at D-503. Still 

he is not moved. lie merely thinks that she is very pretty. His lack of 

concern is all the more frustrating in view of the past. lle had loved 

1-330 passionately and jealously. The death of 1-330 symbolizes the 

death of individualism and humanity. The reader, aware of this, feels 

helpless. The reader, if perceptive, also realizes that D-503, the 

robot, is the end result of industrialization and collectivism. 

Zamyatin utili~es objectivity very successfully in 11 OrHll 

CB.fITOrO .nOMMHI'IKa~ By portraying without conunent the chatter of 

the crO\vd, he depicts the callousness of the gathering. OIle wife 

8;ngrily denounces the site selected for the burning of the heretics , 

because the smoke will soil her home. Another citizen coml?lains about 

the choice of the day for'the auto-da-fe. lIe grumbles that he is too 

ill to witness the burnings,. but he must attend if his integrity is to 

remain unquestioned. The pli~ht of the heretics is poignantly heightened 

by a child who, playing the part of a heretic in a game, is licked by 

a flame. She exclaims in disbelief that it actually hurts. 

By portraying the public and private comments of the crowd, 

Zamyatin also succeeds in establishing the ever-present undercurrent 

of fear. Everyone, despite his position within society, be he noble-

man or peasant, lives in constant fear. All adamantly swear loyalty to 
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the Grand Inquisitor and sanction the Inquisition as being worthwhile, 

holy, and from God. Dogma, in its most extreme and intolerant form, 

thrives on this fear. And this fear reduces the weak to servile 

abasement and repellent sycophancy. 11nough Zaf.lyatin 1 s manipulation, 

the reader inevitably a!rives at this conclusion. 

-Impressionism enabled the- ciiitl1or- tcfconvey his mental image 

-to the reader using a minimum of \vords. The\vri tel' no longer had to 

rely on lengthy external depiction to convey his ideas. Instead, by 

using the grotesque he coulll create a desired impression. 

Zamyatin deemed impressionism to be appropriate to modern 

1i terature. The pace of life hall quickened. There was no time to d\vell 

on details. Life \'las now being viewed from the inside of a speeding 

motor car. 1 TIle passenger in this car is incapable of grasping the 

\'lhole view at a glance. Nevertheless, he still manages to glimpse the 

essence of the scene. 

The grotesque enabled the author to transmit the essence of 

his mental picture. The grotesque rendered secondary details superfluous. 

Zamyatin mastered this technique within his works. IIis grotesque 

comparison of Chebotarykha' s voluminous folds of fat to doughy flesh 

immediately creates a mental picture within the reader. IIm-1ever, his 

depiction of the physical relationship which ensued bet\"reen Baryba 

and the revoltingly obese Chebotarykha is a masterpiece: 

1 u 3 . 0 il ( 
EBreHHH aMJITHH,,, CHHTeTH3Me B Jhro;ax H:bIO-

MOPK 1967), CTp. 241. 



BapI:JO a H, C'fH CHYB 'IeJlIOCTH, 

sarrYCTHJI rJlYOOIW PYKH B MJIrKOe 

'ITO-TO, KaK TeCTO • ••• 

ITOTOHYJI EaDbIoa B CJIa.n;KOM 
H JKapKOM TeCTe. 2 
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Implicit within impressionism is another literary device. An impression 

only depicts the essence of a thing. The reader himself has to complete 

the picture with his imagination. And modern man, the man of the 

speeding automobile, requires no coddling or indulgence. lIe is capable 

of completing the mental pictures himse1f. 3 

Zamyatin extended his use of the grotesque to colours and 

emotions. He used brilliant, garish colours and intense emotions to 

symbolize life and energy and dull, cool colours along Hith disinterest 

and apathy to represent entropy. For example-, when speaking of D-S03' s 

environment, Zamyatin employs cool blue, transparent colours. IIe 

juxtaposes this glass \'wr1d with the vital, red and green \vorld of 1-330. 

To depict the intensity with which Zamyatin infuses the world of energy, 

0-503's reaction to the music of the ancients may be cited here as an 

example. 0-503 has been conditioned by and is accustomed to the dull, 

orderly, mechanical music which the Well-Doer employs to subdue the 

people. HOHever, when D-503 first hears the music of the ancients, such 

passionately powerful emotions well up in him that he can barely contain 

himself. He responds to the emotionally intoxicating music. lIe feels 

2EBreHl1M 3aMJITI1H, 1\ Ye3,II;Hoe" B Co6paHHH C3'IHHeHHH 
TOM nepBbIH (MocRBa 1929), CTp. 35.1 

241. 

3 d 
EBreHHH 3aMHTHH, 110 CHHTem:H3Me op'------ci~. CTp. 



as if he were experiencing an epileptic fit. He sees brilliantly 

dazzling colours. And he craves more: 

~a, 3rrH~errCHR -- AymeBHaR 60~e3Hb 
-- 60~b ••• MeA~eHHaR C~a~KaR 
60~b -- YKYC -- H lIT06hI EH~e 
r~y6rne, e~e 60~bHeeo M BOT, 
MeA~eHHO -~ cO~H~e. He Harne, 
He 3TO rOJIy6oBaTO-XPYCTaJlbHoe 
H paBfIOMepHoe CKB03b CTeK~.HHHhIe 

KHpnHQH ~- HeT: AHKoe, Hecy~eecR, 

nOrrMRlO~ee CO~H~e -.~ ,1I,O~OH. Bce C 
ce6R -- Bce B Me~KHe K~OlIbR.4 
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Through such striking contrasts as those achieved,by his use of colour 

and emotions, Zamyatin awakens the reader to the value of living and 

sways him against complacency and apathy. 

Zamyatin deplored routine sex as exemplified by Baryba1s 

mundane sex life. Baryba did not experience love or desire. He merely 

satisfied his physical needs. Instead, Zamyatin extolled love rooted 

in deep physica.l desire for in it he Sa\'l an antidote to entropy. For 

this reason he condones Dasha1s murder of her elderly husband in order 

to have a young lover in "PyCb " (1923) and sympathizes with Glafira1s 

obsessive craving to love and be loved in "A~~aThIPb 11 

In order to sway the reader in favour of feeling, Zamyatin 

presented love in such a \Vay that it ",ould appeal to the reader. He 

clothed deep physical desire in glorious colours and in verbal music. 

In ICeBep 11 Zamyatin glorifies and enhances the love scenes between 

Pel'ka and Marey by setting them in beautifully poetic, natural settings. 

4EBreHHH. 3aMJiTHH, MbI (HbIO-MoPK 1967), CTp. 19. 
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The scene of 1-330's and D-503's lovemaking is brilliantly coloured in 

oranges and vivid blues. 1-330's apparel which enhances her charms 

and arouses D-503 is strikingly coloured. lIer dress is not merely 

yellow but bright yellow. Her black hat and black stockings present 

a stark contrast to the yellowness of her short dress. In II AJIJlaThlpb " 

when Kostya glimpses Glafira's lace and pink softness, he is powerfully 

overcome: 

Cep,n;u;e 3aJI6JIo y KOCTH, 3aHblJIO, 
3a6hIJI B ce CJIOBa. 5 

The repetition of the II 3a 11 sound creates an impression of stuttering 

\'lhich audio-visually emphasizes Kostya' s helplessness in his passion. 

Even Campbell, who plods on unerringly straight ahead, feels the waves 

of passion as they engulf and suffuse his whole being. However, much 

to Didi' s consternation, Campbell successfully overcOJ;'les his emotions 

and restrains himself. 

Zamyatin's best weapon against the forces of entropy \Vas satire. 

With satire, he openly attacked the various manifestations of entropy. 

By arousing laughter \'lithin the reader, Zamyatin participated in 

conquering indifference on the part of the reader and in this way he 

fulfilled his duty as an artist. 

5EBI'eHHH 38,MJITMH, n AJIJIaThIpb" B Co6paHMM COlIHHeHHH 
TOM rrepBblH (MocKBa 1929\, CTp. 127. 
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In lVIbI Zamyatin satirized the special purpose literature employed 

by the regime to promulgate its ideology. Zamyatin's depiction of 

D-503's exaltation and excitement over the dry, tedious literature 

produced by the poets and \'lriters employed by the state is humorous 

and therefore effective. His portrayal of Hrs. Campbell \Vho buys her 

housekeeper white gloves so that she might serve dinner with dignity 

demonstrates Gogol's method of "laughter through tears lt6 Mrs. Campbell 

spends the money designated for food on the purchase of the white gloves. 

She does not realize hm." foolish she has been or ho\'l ludicl'OUS the 

situation is that she has created. Nevertheless, Hrs. Campbell rests 

contented. She has satisfied propriety if not hel' stomacb. Zamyatin' s 

If 
stories II IilKC II (1926) and It CJIOBO npe.n; CTaBJI.ffeT C.ff TOBapJ-uu;y trYPblI'HHY 

(1926) also demonstrate Zamyatin' s satirical prmyess. 

In most of Zamyatin's crea.tions, Zamyatin's heroes or heroines 

meet \'lith tra.gedy. 1-330 is tortured to <.leath and the rebellion is 

quashed. Rui is burned at the stake as a heretic and both Harey and 

Pel'ka die. However, this pessimism is in itself a literary device. 

Zamyatin used pessimism lito spur the reader on to thought and action. IJ 

--------------------------

6Gregory Zilbourg, "Foreword" in Ive (New York 1959), p. XV. 

7 Alex H. Shane, TIle Life and Works of Evgenij Zamjatin 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles-T~68) p. 132. -
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To make his literary creations more credible, Zamyatin 

employed a language that was appropriate to his characters. For 

example, in 11 Ye3,Il,Hoe ", he employed regional and dialectal expressions: 

In MbI, however, 

)I{11JIH-6bIJIH DaJIKallIHHbI, KYITIJ;lJI 
rro~TeHm~e, Ha 3aBO,Il,e CBoeM 
COJIO,Il, BapHJIH-BapHJIH, ,Il,a B 
XOJIepHhlH ro,Il, Bce KaR-TO B,Il,pyr 
11 rrpHMepJIH. CKa3blBaIOT, ,Il,aJIeKO 
r,Il,e-H-To B 60JIbllOM ropo,Il,e 
ZHBYT HaCJIe,Il,H11KH HXHH, ,Il,a BOT 
Bce He e,Il,YTe TaR H ropIOeT
rrycTyeT BbIMoPOtIHbIH ,Il,OM. 
IToXHJIHJIaCb ,Il,epeBJIHHaJI 6amHR;, 
HaKpecT ,Il,OCI<:aMH 3aKOJIO'rHJIH 8 
OKHa 3aceJI.6vpbJIR BO ,Il,BOpe. 

he use'd a precls~, mathematIcal language suitable 

to that of a mathelllatician : 

ITepBoe: H, ,Il,eHCTBHTeJIbHO, rrOJIy~HJI 
HapJI,Il, 6hlTb HMeHHO B aY,Il,HTopHyMe 112, 
KaK OHa MHe H rOBOpHJIa. XOTJI BepOJITHOCTb 

1500 _ 3 (1500 
bhlMa -- 10.000.000 - 20.000 

-- GTO ~HCJIO aY,Il,11TopHYMOB, 10.000;000 
HYMepoB). A BTopoe ••• Brrpo4eM, JIY4me 
no nOPJI,Il,KY. 

This excellent use of languag~ both demonstrated Zamyatin's prowess 

as a stylist and flavoured his creations \'lith an authentic air. This 

8EBreHHH 3aMJITHH, 
TOM rrepBbIH (MocRBa 1929) , 

9EBreH11H 3aMJITHH, 

"Ye3,Il,HO~ B Co6paHHH C04HHeHHH, 
CTp. 26. 

MbI (HbIO HopK 1967), CTp. 17. 



authenticity lent weight to his suppositions and admonitions and in

fluenced the reader to accept them as plausible and probable rather 

than improbable. 
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Zamyatin abhorred entropy \~ith its numbing forces. He dedicated 

himself both as a man and as an artist to fight entropy in all its 

guises. Because he was a staunch heretic and a master stylist, he 

proved to be a formidable opponent. 



CONCLUSION 

The examination of Zamyatin's works and Weltanschauung has 

led this writer to conclude that Zamyatin \'las an idealistic humanist. 

He was against the machine and for man, the individual. He believed 

that the individual should be a free heretic, not hindered by the external 

trappings of society. And his struggle against philistinism placed him 

in the category of a progressive thinker. 

Zamyatin extolled dynamism and deplored the status quo. lie 

believed in continuous revolution (eternal movement fOT\vard) and 

strongly urged man to participate \vithin this movement. He advocated 

that man should not remain content with his achievement.s but that he should 

move on, constantly seeking but never actually attaining his goals. 

The realization of ideals only philistinizes them. They become encrusted 

''lith dogma. Therefore man should set his goals so far into the future 

that they will never be corrupted through realization. 

The placing of goals into the far and distant future implies a 

continuous fOl'l'lard movement. Han participates wi thin this movement be

cause of the presence of the irrational and rational elements \vi thin 

him. The balance of these two elements ensure his development and grol'lth. 

71 
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The irrational eternally pushes man forward, to reach for the unattain

able while the rational guides him in the pursuit of l1is quest. 

1I0\vever, man is only capable of participating within energy if 

he is a free individual. Once collectivism or any other restricting 

policies are enforced at the expense of the individual, then man begins 

to atrophy. Once man loses his individuality, he inevitably becomes en

tangled Hi thin the complacent \.,.eb of entropy. He ceases to struggle, 

to live, to develop. lie falls asleep. 

Zamyatin stands in the tradition of such renowned authors as 

Gogol, Lev Tolstoy, and Chekhov in his use of constructive literature. 

lIe did not uelieve in art for art's sake. Instead, he maintained that 

art should organize and uuild life. 

Within entropy, he saw a dangerous foe of creativity, of life. 

Entropy, \O[i th its euphoria, very capab ly arrests lllan ' s movement fonvard. 

By criticizing and by satirizing within his creative writings such 

enemies of the individual as collectivism, industrialization, dogma, 

convention, and anything else that might infringe on man's freedom, 

Zamyatin combatted the forces of entropy, in this \'lay fulfilling the 

purpose of art. 

Zamyatin viewed the artist within the role of a prophet, a 

purveyor of truth to the masses. In order for the artist to success

fully fulfil his function, Zamyatin, like Pasternak, maintained that 

the artist must not be fette~ed in any \Vay to political considerations. 

And the true artist, o\.,.ing allegiance only to truth, is not afraid to 

verbalize dangers which he feels the future holds. 



To adequately fulfil his role of prophet and guide, the 

artist must be a heretic and an individual. He must not rest on his 

laurels; he cannot adhere to the secure path which leads to certain 

success 011 earth. Instead, he chooses to follow the difficult path 

which is fraught with persecution and intolerance: 

But the road of the truly great artists 
is always the road of Ahaseurus; it is 
always the road to Calvary, alHays a 
giving up of the bird in the hand for 
the greater one in the sky.l 
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Zamyatin, both as a man and an artist, exemplified within his 

life and art the same pr.ecepts which he advocated for a non-vegetative 

existence. Never satisfied \I/i tIl his achievements, he strove to broaden 

himself by tackling the more difficult and more dangerous tasks in 

life. lie began to savor life at a very early age. 

In his fairly sketch "ABTo6:~lOrpa<pI1H ,,2 (1929), Zamyatin 

describes an experiment which he had performed on himself when he \vas 

just a schoolboy. When bitten by a rabid dog, he decided not to inform 

the authorities but instead to await the first signs of madness and 

meam.,rhile record in a diary those thoughts and sensations which would 

lYevgeny Zarnyatin, "The Future Russia" in A Soviet lIeretic: 
Essays by Yevgeny Zarnyatin, cd. & trans. by t·lirra Ginsburg-[Chicago 
and London T970)-;-P:--7r--

2Zamyatin \Vas very reticent about his personal life. 
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occur to him in the intervening time. \\~len tlvo weeks had elapsed and 

still he had not experienced any symptoms of insanity, only then did 

he decide to go to the authorities, Ivho immediately sent him to ~loscO\v 

for innoculations. 

Zamyatin did not facilitate his academic career in any way. 
- -

When he graduated from the Progymnasium, he chose to study naval 

architecture at the Petersbur:g Polytechnic Institute. He had excelled 

in literature but instead chose shipbuilding, a most mathematical career 

simply because mathematics \Vas his weakest subject. 

Zamyatin also refused to listen to sound advice. Upon his 

receipt of a gold medal, he was warned by the inspector not to pursue 

a career within the field of literature. Writing, as far as the inspector 

\"as- concerned and as demonstrated by a former _ graduate of the same 

ProgYlilllasium that Zamyatin had attended, led to prison. Knowing the 

perils of such a career, Zamyatin still chose to write for which he 

suffered both harrassment and imprisonment. 

In the early 1900' s, Ivhen it Has extremely dangerous to be a 
, 

Bolshevik Zamyatin again displayed a tenacious courage. He joined the 

Bolshevik party: 

B Te rOAhl 6hlTb 60~bmeBHKOM --
3Ha~H~O HTTll ITO ~HHHll HaH6o~bmero 

corrpOTHB~eHHH; H H 6hl~ Tor~a 
60JIbmeBHKOM.3 

------------~---

3EBreHHM 3aMHTHH, It ABTo6HorpaWHJI" B Co6pamm CO~HHeHHrr 
TOM ITepBbTrr (MocRBa 1929), CTp. 12. 
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It was just a matter of time before he was caught, imprisoned and exiled. 

In his book entitled The Li~~_....a.2~d Works of J3vgenij Zamj atin, 

Alex H. Shane delineates Zamyatin's variations in style throughout his 

career as a writer. Faithful to his theory of revolution affecting 

all areas of life, Zamyatin extended this idea to style. As an artist, 

he was not content to rest on the laurels of a set style. Adherence to 

a particular style, even though it has brought recognition, means to 

yield to the forces of entropy. And entropy stifles art: 

B HCKyccTBe, BepHenllHn crroco6 
y6HTb -- 3TO KaHoHM3HpoBaTb 0AHY 
KaKyro-To WOPMY H OAHY WMAOCOWHro: 
KaHaHH3HpOBaHHoe o~eHb 6hlCTPO 4 
rM6HeT OT oEHpeHHfl, OT 3HTponHH. 

Nor did he restrict himself in his choice of subject and content. In 

his Itlritings, he spoke out against that which he felt endangered the 

individual. For his allegi.ance to truth in art, he suffered persecution, 

exile and imprisonment. 

If ZaItlyatin had decic.1cd to take the safe, well-trodden path 

in life, he could very well have achieved prestige \vithin Soviet Russia. 

He was respected by his contemporaries for his talents as a writer, 

stylist, and critic. He was an ac.1rnired friend of the influential Gorky. 

4 4 .., 3 H II EBreHHH r aMflT~H, II OBafl PYCCKaH npo3a B JIHu;ax 
(Hbro-MoPK 1967} , CTp. 208. -----
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He was a member of the governing council of the House of Arts where he 

taught prose techniques to aspiring writers. He greatly influenced a 

group of young writers \'Iho called themselves the Serapion Brothers, some 

of whom later achieved prominence as Soviet writers. He edited the 

periodicals " ,nOM I1CKYCCTBtt, " COBpeMeHHhIM 3arra,n; ", and "PYCCKI1M 

COBpeMeHHI1K II besides writing nwnerous biographies, essays , criticisms, 

and book reviews. Nevertheless, criticism of Zamyatin began to mount. 

Zamyatin sincerely believed in revolution. He vie\ved revolution 

in terms of progress (unending movement forward) which he felt should 

touch and be a part of every aspect of life. Therefore, when the Soviet 

government began imposing restrictions on Nriters in order to employ 

them in its efforts to promulgate the regime's ideology, Zamyatin could 

not and \vould not co-operate. lIe regarded both the promotion of 

ideology and the tightening of controls in any sphere of life as 

definite hindrances to creativity, to progress. It is then not surprizing 

that he fell out of favour with the government, proletarian writers and 

critics. 

Zamyatin's beliefs in the individual, in heresy, in unending 

revolution, \Vere not compatible with the doctrines adhered to by the 

proletarian faction of writers and critics. By applying incessant 

pressure, they attempted to force Zamyatin to publicly change his mind. 

However, he did not vacillate even slightly in his beliefs. With the 

publication abroad in 1929 o.f his anti-utopian novel MbI, which had 

been \'Iri tten nine years prior to this date, the attacks became even 
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more vehement and persistent until Zamyatin \vas finally silenced as a 

writer. 

The Soviet critics persisted in vie\ving Zamyatin as a bourgeois 

writer. They believed that he was against the October Revolution be-

cause he refused to glorify it. Trotsky criticized Zamyatin for being 

Iitoo individualistic ... and too undeveloped,115 to which he attributed 

Zamyatin's failure to grasp the Revolution in its entirety. Efremin 

also condemned Zamyatin' s II KpaMHHM lur.n;HBH.n;yaJIH 8M 11
6 and in his 

critique of II PaCCKa3 0 CaMOM rJ1&',BHoMII', he concludes that the tale 

"He OCTaB~HeT cOMHeHHM, Ha ~heM CTopOHe CHMrraTHM aBTopa. 7 

However, Zamyatin was not against the Rewolution. When the 

Revolution had first erupted in 1917, Zamyatin welcomed it. Tlrue, as 

a humanist, he deplored violence and bloodshed, but he still regal'ded 

the revolution as being essential and inevitable. He was not reactionary. 

He did not \vant to return to prerevolutionary Russia. In fact, he \'las 

too radical in his outlook. He could not accept the October Revolution 

as the final revolution. 

Because he believed in an eternal movement forward, he could 

not accept a final revolution or a final utopia. Implicit wi thin the 

SLeon Trotsky, Literature and Revolution, trans. by Rose Atrunsky 
(Ann Arbor 1960) pp. 79-80:------

6 q A. EwpeMMH, "EBreHMM 3aMHTMH B KpacHoM HOBM TOM 
rrepBHM (MocKBa HHBaph,.1930) , CTP~ 235. 

7Jbid ., CTp. 229. 
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establishment of a final utopia lies a paradox. Instead of creating 

an ideal situation for man, a utopia stifles man. Struggle is necessary 

for grmvth and development. A utopia removes the need for struggle 

and lulls man to sleep. 

Zamyatin refused to canonize and glorify the Revolution for 

yet another reason. The Revolution, through realization, had become 

philistinized. Dogma was quickly encasing it in order to protect it. 

Writers \Vere bering persecuted. But there \vas no reason for this: 

rHICaTeJIeH, Bp8JK,Il;e6Hblx peBOJIIOIl)fH, 

B POCCHH ceH~ac HeT -- HX 
BhI,n;YMaJIH, ~To6hI He 6hIJIO o~eHI) 
CKY~HOo A rrOBo,n;OM rrOCJIY~HJIO TO, 
~TO BTH TIHCaTeJIH He C~HTaIOT 

peBOJIIOu;mO ~axOT O"(IHOH 6 apbIIlIHeH, 

KOTO~YIO HY~HO o6ep ergTb OT 
MaJIeHllierO CKB03HflKa. 

Zamyatin was one of those writers 'vho did not believe in 

guarding and protecting the October Revolution from every draught. He 

had applauded the occurrence of the Revolution but now it was time to 

look ahead, to participate in newer revolutions. 

Zamyatin I S reasons for not canonizing and glorifying the 

Revolution \\Tere not political in nature. Zamyatin ,,,as totally dedicated 

8EBreHHH 38.MHTHH, II ROBaR PYCCKaR rrp03a" B JIHu;ax 
(RbIO-HopK 19671, CTp. 195-196. 
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in his art to fighting entropy in all its manifestation~. Being a 

maximal-individualist, he .attocled anything that infringed on the freedom 

of the individual. Therefore his criticism of the aftermath of the 

Revolution was not due to political inclinations but because of his 

staullch belief in the necessity of individualism. His satirical writings 

may be applied to any location in the \'Iorld. However, being sensitive, 

the Soviet critics insisted in interpreting Zamyatin's works as 

allegorical lampoons on the Soviet goverm:lent and its system. 

Zamyatin may be criticized for his failure to deal coherently 

\d th the future as he envisioned it. He believed in an infinite move

ment fon/ard. He applied Hegel's dialectic process of thesis, anti

thesis, and synthesis to his O\vIl philosophy. Unlike Hegel, hO\vever, 

Zamyatin does not extend t.his process to any logical suppositions about 

the future. Being anti-utopian, he could not envision the glorious 

future that the rationalists prophesied. Having grmm wiser through 

the negation of the Symbolists, Zamyatin, although he had returned to 

earth, no longer believed in the grandeur of man. Therefore he could 

not accept the idea that man \vould eventually develop into the absolute 

as Hegel predicted. Zamyatin did believe in a better, more creative 

future. However, he does not lucidly expound his views on the future 

man and \vorld. 

Zamyatin may also be criticized for his failure to deal with 

his concept of freedom. The. whole concept of man moving fonvard implies 
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freedom, which is implicit in his h'eltanschauung. However, the reader 

is left guessing as to what type of freedom he means. lIe obviously 

does not employ Dostoevsky I s mystical concept ~"of" freedom wi thin :his 

philosophy. D. J. Richards claims that Zamyatins freedom is a positive 

fre"edom Hhich provides "a capacity for self-fulfilment which must be 

developed by each individual for himself ll
•
9 This positive freedom is 

characterized by lithe spontaneous activity of the total, integrated 

personality. ,,10 Freedom in this concept is comparable to that of 

Pasternak I S as depicted in his novel, pr. Zhi vag~. Lara and Zhi vago 

are determined to prote~t their "human essence, their personal privacy 

and dignity , and they are ,.defendi'ng; those values against the intrusion 

of distorting and political forces. lI11 And they actively assert their 

personalities and live spontaneously. This illustl'atos Zamyatins 

concept of freedom. He saw freedom in the more physical terms. His 

freedom consisted of freedom from the intrusion of constricting forces. 

His freedom allowed the individual to experience life, to express hi.mself 

and to breathe. 

To classify Zamyatin as a profound philosopher is erroneous. 

He does not deal lucidly ''lith 'freedom or with the future. Instead he 

90 . J. Richards, Zamyatin: A Soviet lleretic, (London 1962), 
p. 59. 

10Ibid., p. 58. 

llMarc Slonim, Soviet Russian Literature: Writers and Problems 
1917-1967, (New York) 1967), p. 229. ---------------



was only concerned with the present battle with entropy and not to 

,'/here it would lead man. For this reason he can be regarded as a 

perceptive prophet of the dangers inherent within the modern age and 
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its phenomena. His love for man, which is central to his Iveltanschauung, 

impelled him to articulate and expose wi thin his expository tAnq '.' 

crea ti ve writings those dart gets ""hicH1. :. threatened :the individual. 
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